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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. General Survey 
A great deal of oixr current Information on energy levels 
and other properties of atoms and molecules In the gaseous 
state has been acquired through study of their line spectra. 
Such a technique would seem to be a desirable tool in the 
3tudy of the solid state. Unfortunately absorption bands for 
most solids are usually broad and diffuse. The rare-earth 
(RE) compounds are therefore of especial interest in that 
their absorption spectra do have sharp lines. V/ith recent 
Improved methods of separating RE elements, absorption data 
should become more reliable and plentiful. It thus seems 
worthwhile to attempt a thorough analysis of the absorption 
spectriom of a RE salt. 
In general RE salts give rise to complex spectra^ which 
are characteristically sharp and somewhat separated into line 
groups. Energy considerations indicate that these line 
groups are primarily due to electronic transitions. Thus in 
order to make reasonable computations it must be first 
^ D. M. Yost, H. R. Russell and G. S. Garner, The Rare 
Earth Elements and Their Compounds (John ¥iley and Sons, 
Trie., New"York,"T9l4-7TTT'~50 ff. 
aacer talned which electron configtir at ions'" are rmportant in 
the RE ions. 
Prom magnetic considerations it has been possible to 
show that at least the ground state configurations of the 
trlvalent ion (these are the only RE ions that will be con­
sidered) are l|f^. For the upper terms (i.£» arising from the 
various allowed states) there are essentially two possibili­
ties; either the upper terras belong to the same config­
uration or else they belong to another configuration. If the 
upper term belongs to another configuration such as the 
ilf'^'l^dj there would be a possibility of observing the usual 
electric dipole transition. However, if the configuration of 
the upper term were the same as that of the ground state , 
namely I|.f, then electric dipole transitions could not occur 
(e«g. such transitions are forbidden on the basis of the 
Laporte (parity) selection rule). In this case transitions 
to upper terras would be much less intense than those usually 
observed in atomic spectra. If the upper term involved or 
bs electrons (the latter being bonding electrons should have 
O ^
 In this paper the following spectrographic nomencla­
ture will be used. The state of a system is described 
uniquely by Its wave function., A level is the eigen energy 
of a state or collection of states. A terra is a collection 
of levels with some common characteristic such as the total 
angular momentum J. A configuration is specified by the nft 
quantum numbers. 
^ J, H. Van Vleck, The Theory of Electric and Magnetic 
Susceptibilities (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1932) , 
p . 239 "f f . 
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eriergy bands ^ as opposed to the well defined energy levels to 
be expected for configurations) then the observed lines 
should be diffuse» The observation of lox^r Intensity, sharp 
lines in absorption spectra has led to the current belief^ 
that the RE absorption spectra are the result of forbidden 
transitions of the electrons. 
Although it might seem as if this hypothesis could 
readily be tested by comparison of experiment with the usual 
quantuTO-mechanieal calculations for electronic transitions, 
closer examination of the problem brings to light further 
difficulties. The most important of these difficulties is 
the problem of treating in a realistic manner the interaction 
of the ions with their surroundings in a solido Bethe^ has 
suggested a method of treating the ions as nearly free ions 
under the perturbing influence of the crystal fields in the 
neighborhood of the ion. The effect is similar to a Stark 
effect and crystal fields help to remove the degeneracy of 
the electronic levels j, and the net result is more spectral 
lines. This is in accord with observations,,^ On the basis 
of Bethe's group theoretical treatment, it was possible to 
obtain the number of term splittings for various types of 
^ S. Freed, Phys. Rev. 38, 2122 (1931); H. Van Vleck, 
J. Phys^ Chem. 1^, 6? (1937). 
^ H» A. Bethe, Ann. Physik (^) 3, 133 (1929). 
^ H» Gobrechtj, Ann. Physik, 673 (1937)-
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crystal fields = Several cases have been foiind where agree­
ment exists between the splitting of the term levels and the 
known symmetry of the crystal fields in the neighborhood of 
the ions 
It Tnight be noted that Bethe's theory should be directly 
applicable to a study of the well known lowest levels of the 
RE ions. That is, the n\iraber and spacings of the levels are 
calculable by the detailed application of his theory» These 
levels may in turn be compared with observed low-lying levelSo 
Experimentally these levels can be determined by collecting 
spectral data as the teraperature approaches absolute zero and 
noting the lines that disappear because of thermal depopula­
tion of the higher levels belonging to the ground term, Such 
9 10 
effects have been observed * and these lines in turn com­
pared with calculations made assuming the crystal fields to 
have cubic aymmetry. The results have not been consistent.. 
While a simple cubic field seem.s to account for the split-
11 12 tings in certain of the RE salts, ' it gives too f ew lines 
S, Freed and So I. Weissman, J. Chem. Phys <, 8, 878 
{19i|.0), 
® S. Freed J, Revs» Modern Phys» 10^ (19ll-2)» 
9 F. Spedding, H. P, Hamlin and G. C. Nutting, 
Jo Chem= Pbys. £, 191 (1937)-
10 H, Ewald, Ann» Physik 5^, 209 (1939)« 
H  M. G. Penney and R. Schlapp, Phys. Rev» IjA, 19i|- (1932) o  
P „ H. Spedding, J. P. Howe and ¥» H. Keller j Jo Chemo 
Ph^s_.^£, 14.16 (1937); F. H. Spedding, J. Chem. Phys. 316 
in other cases.In addition it was shown that a calcula­
tion using a more refined cubic field removes apparent agree­
ment where foundOther experiments on magnetic suscepti-
IF) 16 bility ' show considerable magnetic anisotropy, again 
Incompatible with a cubic field. These results are however 
not surprising as present x-ray analysis of crystals indicate 
that most of the crystals used In previous experiments are 
not cubic in structure. Thus^ although there has been some 
agreement v-rith the model of Bethe , it must be kept In mind 
that the cubic field approximation no longer seems justi­
fied^-"^ and that detailed agreement should only be expected 
when realistic field symmetries are utilized. 
Although extensive field calculations are in general 
impracticables the similarity between absorption spectra ob­
tained from certain ions in solution and the same ions in 
solids suggests that calculations may be simplified In that 
only the contributions of the nearby neighbors need be 
^•3 P, H, Spedding and R. So Bear ^ Phys. Rev. 975 
(1931;) « 
G. Jo Kynch, Trans« Faraday Soco 33, 11+02 (1937) • 
K. S. Krishnan and Po G. Hookerji^ Trans, Roy. Soc<, 
(London) A 135 (1938). 
Lo C» Jackson^ ProCo Roy, Soco A 170, 266 (1938)• 
G. Penney and Go Jo Kynch, Proc. Roy» Soc <, 
(London) A I70 j 266 (1939) = 
18 s. pureed and I. Welssman^ J« Ghem^ Phys „ 8, 8i|0 
(I9I+O) . 
calculations « Eecexatly Glesekus^*^ attempted an accurate cal­
culation of the field for a salt (Nd [SrOjJ •9H2O) with wall 
known crystal structure„ He found that although the nearest 
neighbor contributions approximated certain of the field 
terms , there were some field calculations that required more 
distant neighbors» A dearth of corroborative data on this 
particular salt makes it difficult to evaluate his results» 
It might be noted that electronic specific heats and 
magnetic susceptibilities are also useful in estimating the 
magnitudes of the crystal fields of the RE» In examining 
specific heat versus temperature curves at low temperatures, 
20 bumps are found ' which are probably related to the level 
splittings of the ground state. Thus by finding the energy 
interval between the two lowest states , it is possible to get 
the order of magnitude of the crystal fields» Another clue 
to the nature of the crystal fields can be found by analyzing 
the susceptibilities of the rare-earth salts at extremely low 
temperaturesUtilizing the behavior of the susceptibility 
as the temperature approaches absolute zero, it is possible 
to obtain information about the lowest lying state. 
Ho Giesekus, Ann, Physlk (6) 8^, 3^0 (19^1). 
PO 
Jo Eo Ahlberg, E« R <. Blanchard and W., 0 <. Lundberg, 
J, Chem., Phys« ^52 (1937) » 
D. H, Parkinson, P. Simon and P» H» Spedding, 
Proco Roy, Soc. (London) A 207, 137 (1951)« 
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Calculations made using simple crystal field models may then 
be tested on the basis of the predicted low lying states» In 
some eases the behavior of susceptibility at low temperatures 
has made it possible to exclude certain approximate models. 
The susceptibility calculations for NdplSOj^)^ '^^2© using a 
cubic field are thus seen to be inadequate at low tempera-
17 tupes despite the apparent fit at room temperature, 
22 23 Recently there have been several experiments to 
study the effect of polarisation on the absorption spectra of 
23 
some RE salts. Through the use of polarized light it has 
been possible to identify electric dipole transitions in the 
absorption spectruim of a RE salt = Although at first the pre­
sence of electric dipole transitions might seem contradictory 
to previous reraarks about the weak intensity of RE absorption 
spectra the two observations are reconcilable if the RE ion 
is not a point of inversion in the crystal. Electric dipole 
transitions can then occur because of an admixture of say 
electrons in the various l4.f configurations. That Is if the 
crystal field were to couple states with the I|.f states 
then it would be possible to have transitions with a change 
of parity and electric dipole transitions would no longer be 
22 Ko So Krishnan and D. C» Charrabarty, J. Chem. Phys» 
6, 22k (193fi). 
23 Eo Lo Kinsey and Robert Krueger, Phys. Rev. 62, 82 
(19ll2) ; Robert W. Krueger ^ Doctoral Thesis, University of 
California at Los Angeles (19i4-2)o 
coinplstely forbidderio The Intensities would then be a func­
tion of the amount of coupling, small couplings resulting in 
weak lines o Hence it is possible to understand the obserx^ed 
weak electric dipole transitions in terms of crystal 
coupling effects. 
The Zeeman splitting in a magnetic field also may be of 
use in analyzing absorption data., At the present time little 
work of this sort seems to have been done with solids but 
nevertheless this may prove an important means of studying 
absorption spectra» 
It would thus seem of interest to divide the present 
theoretical study of RE absoi'ption spectra into roughly the 
following parts: 
a. Calculations of term splittings due to the crystal 
field in terras of field parameters, and an 
estimate of these parameterso 
b. Computation of relative intensities and selection 
rules for the various transitions (direct or due to 
crystal coupling effects 
Co Investigation of Zeeman patterns for powdered 
crystals. 
d. Magnetic susceptibility calculations pertinent to 
the salt studied. 
Although most of the preceding techniques of calculation 
are general enough to be applicable to many RE salts , it is 
more interesting and useful to apply the calculations to 
some specific salt for which spectral data exists or is anti­
cipated shortlyo Such a salt is thuliiun sulphate octahydrate. 
Not only do absorption data^^exist for this particular 
salt but in addition there have been some useful preliminary 
27 
calculations made by Bethe and Speddingo The latter have 
computed the energy levels for the free ion and have sug­
gested indentificatlon of the groups of lines belonging to 
28 
each particular term. The agreement between experiment and 
theory is goode The present calculations of the absorption 
spectrum were thus directed tox-^ards understanding the absorp­
tion spectrum of thulium sulphate octahydrate.. 
Bo Outline of Present Calculations 
The complexity of spectra of the RE salts such as 
thulium sulphate octahydrate is in part the result of the 
crystal field splitting the various terms. The terms them­
selves have been studied and identified by Bethe and 
on 
Speddingo ' The purpose of this paper is to extend their 
Ho Gobrecht, Ann, Physik 6OO (1938)° 
E, J- Meehan and Go Go Nutting, J. Chemo Phys o 7, 
1002 (1939)« 
R, Harvey, Iowa State College, Private communication. 
Ho A. Bethe and P» H. Speddingo Phys» Revo 
(1937)o 
Po H. Spedding, J. Chemo Phys» 3I6 (1937)° 
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study to an examination of the term splittings and their 
effectso In subsequent calculations it will therefore be 
asswried that the results of Bethe and Speddlng are correct 
and numerical factors such as term energies or the parameters 
for calculating departures from Russell-Saunders (RS) 
coupling iirill be taken from their calculations. 
Because of the many branch computations necessary to 
calculate an absorption spectrum 5 the calculations are here 
given in outline foriri to facilitate their readibllityo 
The two essential parts of the absorption spectrum cal­
culation are the determination of the various term split­
tings due to the crystal field and the evaluation of the 
intensity and selection rules governing the appropr-iate 
modes of transition» 
The effect of the crystal potential on the energy levels 
is calculated according to first order perturbation theoryo 
For ease of calculationj the crystal potential is expanded 
in terms of spherical harmonics and the resultant matrices 
then evaluated by group theoretical methods ^ From these 
matrices the energies of splittingws are found in terms of 
four parameters^ These parameters are estimated for thulium 
sulphate octahydi'ate and the term splittings found by modi­
fying calculations to take into account the departures from 
RS coupling. 
If it is assumed that' the RE states all arise only from 
i|fconfigurations then the most likely transition processes 
-11-
ai'Q magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole. The selection 
rules for these transitions may be foimd from the well loriokm 
transitio;n rate equations for these processes o Again the 
departures from RS coupling require modification of calcula­
tions o By combining the intensity and energy splitting 
results, an absorption spectrinn is predicted.. An estimate 
of the relative importance of transitions resulting fi'om 
crystal coupling effects is also Included» Zeeman patterns 
art-!! studied for the several possible directions of propaga­
tion and polarization of the light relative to the magnetic 
field directiono 
p'or further study of the crystal fields, calculations 
are made of the magnetic susceptibility of thuliuiri as well as 
praseodymium and neodymium sulphate octahydrate» 
"12-
II. TERM SPLITTING IF A CRYSTAL FIELD 
Ao Pertinent Matrices 
Let the electrostatic potential in the 
neighborhood of a RE ion due to all the other atoms in the 
salt o r ^ are polar coordinates measured with the thulium 
ion as the origin;, the polar axis being chosen along the 
direction of highest symmetry of the nearest neighbors. All 
spherically symmetric parts of the potential will be Ignored 
since they produce no splitting of the ionic levels. The 
effect of V on the energy levels calculated according to 
first order perturbation theory, requires evaluation of 
matrix elements 
where e is the fundamental (proton) charge and T(J,M) is 
the wave function for the i4.f electrons in, the free ion. The 
summation is over the positions of the several electrons 
in the ion. The quantum numbers have their usual meaning. 
It is useful to expand the potential V in terms of 
spherical harmonics. The resultant expression is 
-6 (Ml VI M' ) = -e (1) 
^,nnn 
(2) 
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The spherical harmonic of degreeand order m is given 
by 
\/ ^  - x" 
X =H) (2X^1) e""* ]Tk if 
"+tr (ETwoi I?Tr \(^J/ f 
where \.i has been written for cos © ., The coefficients Aj(^^ 
are given by 
S:  Z?"C Yrra .^ j .  ™ 
Y* 
T""( It has been assumed here that the n ion contributes to the 
field as a point charge located at coordinates 
A further discussion of Eq. (ij.) is given in chapter Y which 
deals with the evaluation of the constant Agj„. 
Actually, few terms of Eqo (2) are needed for present 
calculations. If the wave functions 1'Um) of Eq. (1) are 
expressed as products of single-electron wave functions, all 
matrix elements of the form of Eqo (1) can be reduced to 
Integrals containing t'rfo single-electron wave fxxactionso 
Since the electrons concerned are all f electroiis a- 3) no 
spherical harmonics with Jl>6 can contribute o Pur the more ^ 
no harmonics of odd parity (odd^ ) can contribute^ since the 
product of two f wave functions has even parity. Hence only 
terms with = 2,14.,6 are needed» 
For a point symmetry it can be further shown that 
the only terms which contribute are those for which JL + m/3 
Is an even integer. Thus the potential is limited to terras 
0 0 0 V"^ 
arising from Y2 3 Y^, and 11 + ^  The potential V of 
TT 
Eqso (1) and (2) may now be written as 
i-
V = Agor^yi + + r'(A60Y6 + f? , (5) 
for hexagonal crystalso As it is believed that the splitting 
of the ionic levels of thulium is due to just such a field 
(see chapter V on crystal fields) , V will be assumed of the 
form of Eq. {$) in all subsequent calculations involving only 
the Ij.f^ conf Iguration o 
Bo Evaluation of Matrices 
The matrix elements (mIeY^Im), (mIzY^Jm) and (mIeY^Im) 
on 
have been evaluated by group theoretical methods by Stevens 
for the ground states of all the RE elements <> Stevens m.ade 
use of the fact that within a manifold of states for which 
J is a constant^ there are simple relationships between 
matrix elements of the spherical harmonics and appropriate 
angular momentum operators. It is therefore possible to 
obtain operator equivalents which when operating in a mani­
fold for which J is constant give the M dependence of the 
29 K. H. Stevens, Proc, Phys. Soc» (London) A-65 ? 209 
i'eqx:t,ired matrices = It is only necessary to normalize one 
matrix of a given J to obtain the complete, normalized set of 
matrices for that manifoldo The raatrix elements 
(M + 61SY^  1m) have been similarly determined. The pertinent 
operator equivalents are found to be of the following form 
= I F J(J + l)]^ ( 6 )  
I ITT 2- -^z. • 
(lVllIr"'X°IWl)= r" [_35m'^-30J0i-i)M'-
+ Z5'M''- feJU<-l) +3JOO 
=  (f e  f  " d . .  
, -'50JCJ+-0 J, W 
~16~ 
\3. iiai _T. 
HTT 22. 
rOif/i +7) 
_p(j±iv\+i) r(j+^-5) (^) 
^pTTili X ^  (Xr, . 
-Wit ^ ^ 6C ' 
Here as in all equations in this paper when + signs appear, 
either the upper or lower signs must be chosen tliroughout the 
equatioHo a, p .s Y ^ -r© normalization constants which ara 
discussed subsequently and are mean radii obtained by 
averaging the appropriate radial powex' with Ijjf wave functions^ 
The M dependent parts of the preceding matrices perti­
nent to thulium calculations are gix^-en in Tables l-lj.» The 
functions in these tables have (for a given J) common factors 
which are listed in the columns under P„ The values of 
®60 » ^66 thus obtained by multiplying the appro­
priate elements of the table by the corresponding factors P. 
The values for the 0,2 ^ and CL£,q matrices have been obtained 
from Stevens^^ while those for the matrix ^ 66 have been here 
calculated» 
C. Normalj zation of Matrices 
In order to find the coefficients a, p, y of Eqs.. (6)^, 
(7)J (8), and (9) appropriate for the excited states of 
thuliiim ^ it is convenient to find the wave functions in the 
^17-
Table 1.. 
Values of S.2 
J 
M 
P 
0 +1 +2 +3 +Ij. +5 +6 
0 0 0 
1 1 - 2 1 
2 3 0 „ 1 2 
3 3 ij. - 3 0 5 
i|. 1 "20 -17 ^ 8 7 28 
5 3 -10 -• 9 - 6 ^1 6 15 
6 3 -Ik. -13 -10 • ~5 2 11 22 
Table 2 
Values of 
J P 
M 0 +1 +2 i3 +I4. +5 +6 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 12 6 ™ k 1 
3 60 6 1 - 7 3 
60 18 9 -11 21 111. 
5 i|20 6 ll- - 1 „ 6 - 6 6 
6 60 84 6k 11 "96 "66 99 
18 
Table 3° 
Values of {X^q » 
J F 
0 +1 +2 +3 +ij. +5 +6 
0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 
3 180 -20 15 - 6 1 
1260 -20 1 22 
-17 1+ 
3' 2520 -ko -12 36 29 ^1+8 15 
6 7560 -I4.O -20 22 J+3 8 
-55 22 
Table 4.0 
Values of 
~7~~~p ^ ~ 
M 0 +1 ±2 +3 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
3 720 0 0 0 1 
Ij. 720 0 0 2IT 7 
5 720 0 ^3°7°10 ll|.fj 28 
6 720 2lll-21 713°22" II1I30 8i|. 
-19-
JLSM representatlorio In particular those wave functions 
having M ~ - J are the simplest to use in present calculations. 
The relationship for the desired wave function ^(JLSM = J) 
is the followlng^*^ 
I-.™. „ .pi (-if-spiM u;-14"' 
(10) 
Here and ^ ^ are the spin wave function and radial 
and angular wave function, respectively, mg and are the 
projections of the spin and orbital angular momentiim on the 
30 
z axis . p . is given by the formula-^ 
J 
- O^L-s)! D-(t-3)3! /1J /otLts 
[(ZJ)i]\J+ L-Sy \ L+s-j 
where , ^ i 
- _v! . fc) = 
Having found a wave function in terms of and L(, it is 
only necessary to expand the latter in terms of single elec-
tron wave functions. The normalization constants a, P, Y 
may then be obtained by direct integration of the matrix 
elements of Eq. (1). 
A somewhat simpler method makes use of the fact that the 
30 J. M. Keller, Phys. Bevo ^08 (1939). 
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potential functions do not show any spin dependence; similar 
operator equivalents hold within riianifolds for which L is 
constant as those for which J is constant. To use these 
operator equivalents within the manifold for which L is con­
stant it is only necessary to replace J by L and M by m in 
Eqs, (6), (7), (8)J and (9)» By choosing a convenient state 
in JLSM quantization (i^o£= M = J), an equation can be 
obtained relating the matrix elements in both quantizationso 
Another equation can then be obtained by a similar methodj 
relating an LSMj^mg quantization matrix with the same matrix 
evaluated in terras of single-electron wave functionsc 
Knowing the single-electron matrices^ it is a straightforward 
calculation to obtain the normalization constant required in 
the JLSM quantizationo 
The method of obtaining such normalization constants is 
better understood in terms of an Illustrative example such as 
the determination of a for the term o The problem is 
therefore to find the value of the matrix element V2 ~ 
2 2 2(3z - r ) inside the manifold of states for which J = 5« 
Prom the operator equivalents it follows that the matrix 
elements of V2 within the manifold J = 5 are by Eq. (6) equal 
to 
(M|V2|M)J^^ = a(3M^ - 5°6)r^ . 
Eq. (12) is now evaluated for the convenient state M 
(12) 
= J = 
•21-
o Vg then becomes 
(M=3'fv2|M=5)j^^ = a(3°5^ - 5"6)r^ = i|5o( . (13) 
In order to evaluate V2 within the manifold for whioh L 
is constant J, the appropriate wave function J=5 L=5 S=1 
M=5) -• ^ \ is neededc Prom Eq<. (10) the desired wave equa­
tion Is found to be 
(-f? "f ^ ) • 
Prom Eq. (li|.) it is possible to rewrite the matrix 
(M=5|V2|m=5)in the manifold for which J Is constant in 
terms of the matrices (Mj^l in the manifold for 
which L is constant: the resultant equation is 
r 
(M=5lv2lM=5}j=5 = ^ 7^2 -5 IV21mj^=5)L=5 + 
20 (M^ =--i|lV2^  =1^ )^ =5]' (15) 
The operator equivalence may now be utilized to evaluate 
Eq, (15) in terms of a', the normalization constant, within 
the manifold for which L is constant o The result is 
(Mj^-5IV2|Mj^=5)L=5 = 
(M^=i4.|V2!Mjj_=l4.)L=5 = iSa'r^ . (16) 
-22 
By expressing one of the matrices in the L manifold of Eqa 
(15) in terms of single-electron matrices (io®- matrices 
involving f-elaotron wave functions ^  where Y la the usual 
spherical harmonic) , it is possible to evaluate explicitly 
the constant a' and hence the constant tto 
The procedure consists of first writing the angular part 
I l'^ 
of the wave functions in terms of angular parts of the 
f-electron wave functions„ The equation for expanding a two 
electron wave function In terms of single electron wave 
functions is given at the end of this section. The wave 
function in terras of the f-electron wave functions 
becomes 
^5 = ^3(2) - lyi) Y^i2) ) ^ (17) 
where the individual electrons have been labeled (1) and (2). 
In these calculations ^ the twelve iji" electrons of thulium are 
•31 
treated as two holes or positively charged electrons. 
It is now possible to express the matrix 
(M£=5 i^2 JMjj_=5)L=5 oi* Eq. (15) in terms of single electron 
matrices (mlV2|m)j^=:2» The resultant equation is 
E. V. Condon and G. H« Shortley, The Theory of Atomic 
Spectra (The MacMUlan Company, New York, 1935) > P» ^5-
(M^ =5 i v2 i= - [(m=3 iv2 |m=3 )j^ =3 + 
(m=2|v2|Tn=2)j^_^j ^  , (18) 
where the negative sign arises from writing the matrices in 
13 terms of two holes instead of twelve electrons. It is 
possible to utilize the operator equivalence within the m.anl-
fold for which is constant by replacing J by X and M by m 
in Eqo (6)« The appropriate norraalization constants within 
the manifold X = 3 are known as the result of direct inte-
gration of the single-electron matrices and are given by 
29 Stevens. Prom the operator equivalence relationship and 
from the value for the appropriate nor-malization constant a" 
given by Stevens and from EQo (I8) and Table 1^ it is 
possible to obtain the following equations 
(Mjt=5lV2|MjL=5)L=5 = -a"(3»5 + 3-0)r2 
= « (19) 
The value of the matrix (M=5|V2|m=5)can now be found 
by comjjaring Eqs(1^), (16) and (19) •> The norraalization 
constant a appropriate v/ithin the manifold for which J = 5 is 
evaluated with the aid of Eqo (13) and found to be 1/75• 
Using similar methods the normalization constants for 
the various RE states in thulium are calculated and listed in 
Table 5 
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Table 5„ 
Values of the Normalization Constants a, P, Y for Thulitim, 
Term a P Y 
n 
-^D2 -kr/$'21 -9i|./9°ll°21 0 
3p2 "8/3'5"21 2/3"9^21 0 
3p-. 
-1/30 1/99°45 1/9"13°33 
^1% -1/9 "11^ 1/7° 11° 14.5 -1/9°11-13°63 
2/5-7-11 i|6/7»ll2"I^5 i+/7-ll»13°33 
3H^ 52/11»152 l+/55°33"3 -16»17/7'11^°13'5°81 
3H5 1/5-15 8/11 "21 0 "1^5 "1/9"13-33°35 
^H6 1/99 8/3 "11«111.85 -5/13'33-2079 
^16 2/99 i|/ll°33'l|5 2/189"13'11°33 
3p 0 0 0 0 
^Pl 1/5 0 0 
3p2 -1/15 0 0 
la 0 0 0 
f electron 
-2/1+5 2/1+5«11 »i|/9«13"33 
3Hi|. 3p|_j_ 11/3-7 -2/7 9 iifiTo ".8/fTTo 3°9'13*33 
3p2 3p2 kr/l '15 \T 2/3 •210" 0 
Here 3„^ ..a 3^ 3p2 to the normalization con-
St ant 3 of the matrices Ph* V dtr and Pp* V '^'2 2 
respectlvelyo 
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The wave functions needed to find the normalizing con­
stants a, P, Y for the various Russel-Saunders state in 
thulium are 
3H6 < --^ u: >;. 
3H5 
(J/'^ 
= ^ chr 
3p 
I': 
^ u: x >  
3p2 
t = ^ ( f j F u . i r --iTu: K ^u^ f l  
^D2 
-  i^v : ,  
X  
3p2 = U,' T/,' . 
3pi 
t; (u;v,°-u,°T^;), 
» / M jl 
The angular part of a wave function in the LSMj^rag 
quantization may be expressed in terms of single electron 
wave ftmctions X®? and Z^' by making use of the following 
J J 
32 
relationship-^ 
yY)' 
(~0^ fO^)' C-i'+i^')! r^-.o^vTr Xj 2j 
(-3-^-2^)! C^+rr^-X+Z/)! CjV-vn 1-2^ >? ' 
feo) 
where pj^ is a normalization constant adjusted so that the sum 
of the squares of the coefficients is one, and L = j' + j - X . 
; I The wave functions of interest in present calcula­
tions expressed in terms of the single-electron wave functions 
m 
are 
K = x'f) • 
u: = ^  [t3 (Xu) Y>) + Y> Yji^>) X>" ], 
u: = (Yjto YjW) - YTo (YjO) Yj'') +- Yj (" T) 
+ z-fT(Y30) Yj' Yji'i Yj'} 
Lt; - ^  [_fiT (^|ii Yjiy) 
+ •<13- C ^ 3"' Yjiu -X/'> 
B» Lo Van Der VJaerden, Dle_ Gruppenthoeretlsche 
Methode in der Quantenmechanlk TSprlnger, Berlin, 
1932)O 
III. ENERGY OB'' SPLITTING 
The problem of finding the splitting energies (_i 
displacement of energy levels relative to the center of 
gravity of the term) due to the crystal field effects of the 
previous section is essentially that of diagonalizing the 
appropriate matrix = -eCMiVlM") of Eq. (l}o The calcu-
latioii of splitting energies from the m.atrix is xiot 
difficult because many of the matrix elements vanlsho It is 
therefore possible to break the matrix, into independent 
sub-matrices and then dlagonallze each sub-matrix indepen­
dently c The most general matrix that occurs in thulium is 
the thirteen by thirteen matrix arising from the J = 6 term» 
This teinn matrix can be broken up into four independent sub" 
matriceso All other term matrices can also be reduced to all 
or some of these four sub-matrices» The following matrix is 
a sample sub-matrix that arises in thulium energy calcula­
tions . 
M 
M' ~6 0 6 
-6 
^66 ^06 0 (21) 
0 Vo6 '-^00 Vo6 
6 0 Vo6 V66 
In the matrix of Eqo (21) use has been made of the fact that 
results of diagonalizing this sub-
matrix are the following splitting energies Sj_ 
,11 /= \4o -t-N4(^ ^ 
T. 
Ejii ™ . ( 2 2 )  
Similarly, the other splitting energies are readily 
found to be 
ElV,V = "^^5-5 4-
Z. 
= V-,-. + ^  
V-^'s 
%I ,VII ~ Vt-^ •*" - V^"v-v)^r \/^ 
%III,IX = t . 
By setting 
V«M.= -eS r^A.>.(MlZ:YriM') , 
XtTn 
- -t S Ax-vrv Vm/v\' -
Ti)yr\ 
(23) 
(21+) 
(25) 
(26) 
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and then substituting in Eqs o (21)^ (22),, (23) s (2i|.), and 
(25), one obtains a set of secular equations which relate the 
splitting energies to the four parameters r%20f •» ^^^^60 
axid ?fi A(^^o The problem of determining the term split­
tings is thus reduced to finding the values of these four 
parameters„ 
In chapter V a theoretical estimate of these constants 
is made using known crystal structure data and appropriate 
wave functionso These parameters could also be obtained ex­
perimentally from spectrograph!c data if levels of a given 
term could be identified and their energy separations m,ea-
sviredo It is possible to measure the splitting of the ground 
tem by observing the disappearance of certain lines as the 
temperature is loweredo The problem of identifying lines is 
more difficulty although there has been some success identi­
fying levels using magnetic measurements (i.o£o susceptibility 
measurements J paramagnetic I'esonances ^ etco)., At the moment 
It is not apparent to what degree the empirical method may be 
utilized to obtain the desired constantso 
It should be noted that once the constants of Eq.. (26) 
are determined they should be valid for every term in 
thuliumi hence the absorption spectrum is completely 
de t ermine d o 
»30" 
IV, DEPARTURES PROM RUSSELL^-SAUHDERS COUPLING 
27 Bethe and Speddlng ' have found that there are serious 
departures from RS coupling in thulium. Thus terms should 
no longer be given RS spectrographic designations '(i,»®° 
etc.). Instead, the appropriate wave functions 
must be made up of mixtures of RS wave functions. That is, 
the wave functions for the states of thulium must now be 
written as 
^ ^ a*f(JLSM) + bl^(JLfS'M) + c1^(JL"S"M) + .... (2?) 
J and M are still good quantum numbers for these mixed 
states. However^ L and S assignments fo:r the states are 
only approximate designations and in some cases the approxi­
mations are very poor. For example, the J -- Ij. wave function, 
with departures from RS couplings becomes 
The constants a, b and c are readily found by making 
pp. 
use of the matrices given by Speddlng. These matrices, 
and the wave functions found from solving appropriate equa­
tions ^ follow 
31-
J =• 6 
I-w 
(-n:^  X + H ) — 
J = 5 - t = 'M, 
J 
3p. 
G, T, 
H "G ^""W -2.|TO7J <f 0 
-2-110/3 6-W Z-fTTT^ 4" 
o xl 1 ' /3 ^ 
[r+ 3^-W 
iv, - ( 'r _ Cr+3r-w) _ ('F'4- 3 ^ -w) 'cj 
tTTTTT f 
j(F+3^~wy"L'^ / +|^(H-6 4- 1:U / ('H -6^-Wj*" 
-32 
J = 3 
Jr:2. 'il. '^R. 
F- 4- W -Z.f6 4- 0 
'Cl -Ltr-r 0 -w 3ixr 
O ziT h p+^-W 
ll; f (p+_(P+^""^)'p 
I tf(F-^^~W) 3Tr7-- ^ 
X 3W (F-^ ^"W) 
j^(p4. ^ w)'"[72^V3(F-4 ^~v^)'} + 5'7l^^(r-
J: 
p-z ^-w 
5- W 
U/ 
\o 31 
vV) J 
p-z 4'-w 
'S + 
° (.p-x.?-w \f3^'-+(P-i^-w)'-
-33-
Here PG, H, F and S are the electrostatic interaction 
energies for'thulium, ^  the constant characteristic of the 
spin-orbit interaction""^ and ¥ the eigen energies obtained 
by diagonalization of the preceding matrices; the values of 
PP these constants for thulium are given by Speddingo It is 
thus a straightforward matter to calculate the coefficients 
of mixingo For the terms available by direct magnetic 
dlpole and electric quadrupole transitions from the ground 
state tils following coeffieients are obtained; 
J 6 W 
W 20 
= -7l|-90cm"l - o„12 + Oo993 , 
190cm-l f ^ = 0.995 ^ '1? + 0„126 ; (29) 
J  =  5  w  = =  1 4 0 0 c m " I  (30) 
J = I|. ¥ .= -1925 - 0.2^8 + Oo5l6 + 
0.815 , 
lU M M 1 M 
¥ - 5780 T [^ = 0.775 - 0.397 G|_^ + (31) 
0.I1.93 , 
4-
¥ -- 15,090 = 0.579 0-761 -
0.299 ^ P| 
Because J and M are still good quantum numbers in the 
mixed states of Eqs o (29), (30) and (31) the M dependence of 
the matrices (M|ViM') is not altered^ The only effect of 
using mixed states instead of pure kS coupled states in 
matrix calculations is that the normalization constants of 
jjm 
matrices are somewhat altered. The process of re-noi^itia' 
J5,ni 
11zing matrices V}4M« is a., straightforward one and can be 
20 illust'rated by the following calculation of for the 
state 
20 
From Eq» (28) the matrix may be written 
= (a 3hM + b 3p| + = ^ I ZY^Ia + b + 
c o (32) 
k 
Using the spin orthogonality of the triplet and singlet 
functions and the operator equivalence within the manifold 
for which J is constant, one can rewrite Eq» (32) in the 
following form 
.20 
^MM' ~ |a^a(%^) + b a(^P|J) + c'^a(^G^) + 
2aba(\'{J •[3M^ - J(J + 1^ , (33) 
J 
Here the expression in the parenthesis of the normalization 
a(LS) refers to the RS wave functions used in the determina­
tion of the particular normalization constant a. 
Combining the results of EQ,s o (29) , (30) and (31) » with 
RS normalizations obtained from Table 5, the pertinent norma-
lizations for the mixed states are found. Table 6 gives the 
appropriate normalization for the terms of interest along 
with the term value of the thulium ion quoted by Speddlngo"^ 
It might be noted that the noriQalization constants are 
Table 6» 
Appropriate Normalization Constants for the 
Mixed States of Thulium. 
J 
Term 
Value 
() 
a Y 
6 0 1,018/99 k(0.762k)/ll'33^k^ {-i^o9l6)/l3»33"2079 
6 27680 lo992/99 k(0o999)/ll'33'h-5' (Io906)/13-33°2079 
5 6890 1/5 "15 8/11 '21'3'liS -1/9=13 03 05 
55'65 -.2067x10-3 6 .77x10'"^ 3 062x10""^ 
13270 1O368X10"2 4 0 92x10'"^ Io070xl0""^'-
ij. 22580 3018x10"3 5 0 87x10"-^+ 9017x10"^ 
only seriously modified for the J = Ij. terra5 all other norma­
lization constants are essentially unchangedo In general it 
is found in subsequent absorption calculations that devia­
tions from RS coupling are only important for the J ~ I4. 
state „ 
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Y. ESTIMATE OF TEEK SFLITTIIG 
The magnitudes of term splittings in thulium sulphate 
octahydrat© can be completely determined if the constants of 
Eq. (26) are known. Although it Is hoped that these con­
stants may eventually be obtained from absorption data^, it 
is desirable to obtain these constants from more direct 
calculations.. Comparison of absorption data with theoretical 
values would then Indicate the degree to which the phenomenon 
of absorption is understood. It is therefore of Interest to 
iitilize crystal structure data to obtain the pertinent con­
stants and knowledge of the i|jf wave functions to obtain 
—f the desired r*". 
A. Field Constants 
In order to compute the crystal field parameters it is 
of course necessary to know the crystal structure in detail. 
Unfortunately the structure of thulium sulphate octahydrate 
has not been worked out „ Some preliminary x-ray analysis"^"^ 
has been carried out for the neodymium sulphate. These 
structural data can also be used for thulium field calcula­
tions since replacing one RE by another in a salt does not 
33 R. E. Rundle^ Iowa State College, Private Communi­
cation.. 
claange the structure appreciablyo 
Prom these data on the neodymlimi sulphate ^-33 it has been 
possible to obtain the ovei-^all and local symnietry biit only 
the location of the nearest neighbors, In present calcula­
tions it will therefore be necessary to restrict the calcula­
tions of the field constants of Eq. (I4.) to the nearest 
neighbors,, This approximation should be sufficient for those 
constants which are not affected by distant neighbors^*^ 
such as the A[|_o-• ^80 > •^66> respective dependence 
of the latter being such that only nearest neighbors con­
tribute. The error introduced by the neglect of other than 
nearest neighbors in the calculation of the A20 (which has as 
an dependence) may however be considerable „ 
1 8 Glesekus"^' in his calculations of fields in the bromate 
enneahydrate has found that the neighboring RE ions contri­
bute in such a way as to reverse the sign of the A20 coef­
ficient and to increase the order of magnitude of the abso-
l,ute value by a factor of three. It is therefore possible 
that present calculations of A20 way be in error in sign but 
nevertheless it is hoped that the order of magnitude will be 
approximately correct as was found in the Giesekus^*^ calcula­
tions. However, it must be noted that the overall point 
syrametry around the RE ions is not the same for the two 
3^4- Campbell, J» M. Keller and Eo Koenigsberg, Phys, 
Rev. 81j., 1256 (1951)-
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crystals; the bromate ennealiydrate has a point symmetry 
while the sulphate octahydrate has no symmetryIt should not 
be expect£3d that the RE ions contribute to ii20 the same 
way for these two different crystals, AlsOj, if further 
neighbors In the sulphate contribute strongly, they could 
+1 +2 
also contribute to Yp , Yp 
The local point symmetry for the RE sulphate octahy-
•3 Cf 
dratcr''' is found to be similar to that of several other RE 
saltso line oxygens are arranged In groups of three around 
the FfE ion. Each group of three oxygens forms an equilatei^al 
triangle and the plane of the triangle is assumed perpendi­
cular to a symmetry axis through the RE iono The RE ion-
oxygen distances are equal. The nearest neighbor oxygen-
•33 
oxygen distances are also equal 0 Present x-ray analysis-^-^ 
has not been able to identify the molecules to which the 
oxygens belong sulphate or water); therefore the pre­
sent tra&tment does not distinguish between the two. It is 
however found that the thu1iurn-oxygon distances for the salt 
are the same. Hence energy considerations wo\ild point to 
the same charge distribution for both the oxygens belonging 
to the sulphate and water molecules» Thus it seems reason­
able in subsequent calculations to treat all the oxygens in 
the same manner as if they had the same charge 
distribution). 
Jo A. Ao Ketelaar, Physlca 619 (1937) « 
"•39"" 
Using current data on the nearest neighbors the oxy­
gen atoms are found to have x,y^z coordinates ), 
( aT - Y 1 - ~ ' (1J 0) 0) and ( all distances being 
•^ 3 ^ 
measured in terms of the thulium-oxygen distance d = 2^65 ^  
In addition to knowing the location of the various contri­
buting radicals^ it is also necessary to know their charge 
distributlon„ In present calculations it will be assumed 
that the oxygen atom contributes as an effective point charge 
q and that each oxygen atom contributes In the same manner. 
The effect of treating water molecules as dipoles instead of 
effective point charges is investigated subsequently« 
Field calculations have thus been made by summing the 
contribution of these nearest neighbor point charges =. For the 
evaluation of the constants of (i|-) it is more convenient 
to write the respective spherical harmonics in rectangular 
coordinates as follows 
.or -L( 
^ Hrr 5 \ rf 
(3I-I-) 
y2 = (Tr JL ( 
wtt i (b 
h6 = il ( 
Substituting Eq, (34) in Eq, (14.) and performing the sum 
over* the nearest neighbors , one obtains the following values 
where d is the thulium-oxygen distjince. 
In order to determine the point charge q appropriate to 
(35)j the water molecule is analyzed in the following 
manner» The water molecule is treated as a dumbell with an 
oxygen (nearest to the thuli-um ion) at one end and the two 
hydrogen atom.s comprising the other component of the dumbell» 
The charge q on the oxygen atom is then found by dividing the 
dipole moment P of the water molecule by the distance S 
between both ends of the dumbell^ the latter being obtained 
from band spectroscopic information on moments of Inertia. 
From the following values of P and S given by Syrkin and 
Dyatkin'^'^ 
of A: 
(35) 
Y. K» Syr kin and M» E <. Kyatkin^ Structure of Mole­
cules and Chemical Bond {Interscience Publishers , Inc <, , New 
York J T^07T" p'° 206 » 
p = -2 030x10 -18 „R S = 0 o9^x10 cm.s e o s . u, J 
q is found to be 
-2.30X10~^Q 
0.95X10~® [|.,8xlO"^^ 
e 
= -0 o66Q . 
The effect of treating the various molectiles as dipoles 
instead of point charges does not introdiice any iraportant 
modifications in the pi'evious results. The only outcome is 
to reduce slightly the magnitude of the calculated field, 
without appreciably altering the ratio of the coefficientso 
Bo Mean Radii 
The necessary mean radii can be calculated using hydro-
(renic wave functions with screened effective charges Z* . The 
resultant values for I|.f electrons are 
where is the Bohr radius and V can be found from the work 
1 
(36) 
37 
of Pauling and Sherman-^' to be 
Z« = Z - k3 ~ - 58). (37) 
Lo Pauling and G» Sherman, Zeito Kristalographie 
81, 1 (1932). 
Solving Eq, (37) for the effective charge for thuli'um 
and substituting the result into Eq. (36)^ one finds the mean 
radii of interest to be 
2'" = 2 pij.i4jclO'"^'7cm2_^ 
r'"+' = 8 o77xlO~^'+cm^^ ^ (38} 
Although It Is not possible to compare these results with 
other calculations J it is possible to make a similar calcula­
tion of mean radii for cerium„ The resultant mean radii are 
= 29.OxlO~^^ cra^j, 
^ = 26.1x10"^®cm^, 
which compare favorably with the following values obtained by 
Penney and Schlapp^^ 
= 32x10 
^ = 30x10 
The Penney and Schlapp calculations were made using the Perml 
potential in conjunction with the Wo K. B, method of 
approxliTiating wave functions « 
It might be rioted that the use of other screening values 
could alter some mean radii values considerably. For 
exajriple , in cerium j it is found that the r^ xising an effec­
tive nuclear charge of 2.3«3 obtained from spectrographlc 
hypsrfine structure data is about one-twentieth the value 
obtained using the Pauling and Sherman effective nuclear 
charge of 15« However^ the difference between results ob­
tained with the two screening constants becomes smaller for 
lower powers of r (see iq, (33))° Using the results of Iqs. 
(3.5^) and (38) the desired parameters of Eqc (26) are readily 
found to be 
-e A2o3^ = 251 cm"-^ j 
-e -- -6.5^6 cm~^^ 
(39) 
-e A60^ = -0 <-111 cm"^, 
-e 2 = Oo53 cm"^ . 
If all the matrices (m|2Y^!m») of Eqo (26) are assumed 
to be of the same order of magnitude as one another, then the 
major splitting contribution obviously arises from the Yg 
field term. Although the structure of the bromate ennea-
19 hydrates' is different from that of the sulphate octahy-
drates^ it Is of some interest to compare field calculations 
on the salts.. It is found that the relative magnitudes of 
the various field parameters are of the same order in the two 
salts but the sign of the A2Q is different (all other con­
stants are of the same sign). Because of the structural dif­
ferences of the two salts it is only possible to speculate 
about the cause of this sign difference; it is, however, 
probable that this sign difference is due to present neglect 
of other than nearest neighbors <, Unfortunately present 
ignorance of pertinent structural Information for the sul­
phate octahydrate prevents the extension of field calcula­
tions to other than nearest neighboi'So Subsequent splitting 
calculations will therefore be made on the basis of the field 
parameters of Eq, (39)• 
It might also be noted that Elliot and Stevens^® have 
used paramagnetic resonance measurements to determine the 
constants of Eq. (39) for the RE ethylsulphates« Although 
the uniqueness of their conclusions might be questionedj, they 
have found that the experimental data are best fit by 
assuming these constants to have the following values 
These results are contrary to present field calculations in 
that Elliot and Stevens find the Ar field term to be the 
-e A^r^ = 0 
2 
Ro J. Elliot and K. ¥. Ho Stevens, Proco Phys„ Soc^ 
(London) A-^, 20$, 932 (1951) •• 
largest and the to be negligible while the author finds the 
reverse to be true for the sulphate octahydrates here studied. 
On the basis of present field calculations the energy 
levels of the terms of interest may be computed» Prom Tables 
1, 2, 3, and k. Eqs. (22), (23). (24), {2$), (29), (30), (31), 
and. (39) the energy of each level relative to the mean energy 
of the term (here taken as zero) is founds and listed in 
Table 7» 
Table 
Term Splittings (in cra"^) due to the crystal field, 
Term 
M 0 +1 +2 3 even®- 3 odda +I|- ±5 •+•6 
-103,2 -100 ,5 
-77.3 •~27.9 -i4.9 olf 15 0 5 85,0 170 oO 
3h5 -105.7 -93.9 -594 -5.70 -3=7 65 >6 iJ+5»3 
llj.»8 9 08 ~0 »1 -7.1+ -3 08 • -11.6 
\ --33.2 "30 «7 -21.1 3.6 4o6 611.0. 
-i|.6o7 »6o5 -8„9 ~2..8 
-3 ok 20.9 
'^6 .^216.[|. "200 ,9 »73.l -6lc5 3 Q » 9  170,0 3UOoO 
The effect of a crystal field of the form (Y^ + Y~^) is 
I DO 
to couple the y4 and y x wave functionso ^The resultant 
+ f 
coupled wave functions may be written as —- _ _ ^ - and 
3 . -3 TzT 
. These states are then labeled 3 even and 3 odd, 
w 
respectively 5 because of their even and odd behavior upon 
mirroring in the vertical planes» 
-Ij-b™ 
YI„ INTENSITY AND SELECTION RULES 
Tiiej Intensity and selection rules for the absorption of 
light are found by calculating the familiar transition proba­
bility matrix elements, Although the mathematical details of 
such calculations are outlined in Appendix A, the pertinent 
physics will be here briefly mentioned» 
The transition probability for optical transitions may 
be written as propiortional to the following 
e""'' p„p %  I r  {  ,  (1,0) 
ll; U/' f, li are the wave functions of the initial and final 
states respectively, k is the propagation vector of the 
absorbed light and PQP is the operator for the component of 
iTiOKieritum in the direction of polarization of the lights The 
technique for evaluation of such matrices is to expand 
C in powers of R.'' as follows 
^ 1 - .t. f .... 
p07:> opbical transitions k = lO-' cm" ^ , r = 10 ~ ' cm and 
(T2-r) ^  10"^^1; it is therefore only necessary to consider 
the contributions to Eq» (i^O) of the first non-vanishing term 
of Eq, (ill). 
where 
^ki­
ln thiwS chapter it will be assumed that the initial and 
final states are pure Ijf"; hence, the first term of Eq. (ifl) 
contributes nothing to Eq. (l+O) because of parity considera­
tions» Subsequent calculations (see chapter VIII) do take 
into account departures from pure i|.f^ configurations. If one 
ignores these departures the major term that contributes to 
Eq« (iiO) is the (-ik-r) term x-jhieh is identified with mag­
netic dipole and electric quadrupole transitionsc The prob­
lem of determining appropriate intensity and selection rules 
is therefore reduced to the evaluation of the appropriate 
iriagneti.c dipole and electric quadrupole matrices 
The relative intensities required for the evaluation of 
magnetic dipole transitions and electric quadrupole 
transitions I^q are sho',%rn in Appendix A to be proportional to 
the following: 
where k is the wave number of the electromagnetic wave, m the 
mass of the electronj, c the velocity of light, 
quadrupole operator given in Condon and Shortley31 and L and 
S are the orbital and spin angular momentum operators ^ 
respectively. 
The matrices of Eqs o (14-2) and ( I 4 .3) are given in Condon 
l(x lu•v^5 IpT- i'Jrt 1^)1 (1+2) 
(U) 
] 18 -
'-t-
31 
and ;51ior'tley„ The magnetic dipole matrices are 
± 1)| = J 5 J + ± 
1( JMlJIti J14) 1 ^ = aV , 
ikk) 
1 l(JMl!Rt! J ~ 1 M + 1)[ 2 = 3 jj; b2(J + M)(J + M - 1) , 
i k$ )  
i(.T]M!%l J •" 1 M)| ^ ™ b2(J2 M^ ) , 
where A and B are normalization constants , independent of Mo 
The electric quadrupole matrices are 
!( JM( r jr j I JMj:2)|2 = { JWi )  { jTM-^1 ) ( J+M+1) (J+M+2) ^ 
j (JM! r j r j I JM+1 f = ^ ^ ^ (2M+1) (J+M) (J+M+1) , (1^6) 
K JKlrjrjl JlT)p = ^  ^ (r^) ^[(3M^-J (J+lJ^ 
-n2 
|( JM Ir ji'j S J-1 M+2)|^ = ^ ^(r^)^( J+M) (J+M-1) (J+M~2) (J+M+1) 
ICJMlrjrjl J»1 n+lf = i ^(r^) ^ (J+2M+1) ^ (J+M) ( J+M-l) (1+7) 
•,2 —— 
l(,jM!rjrjl J™1 M}|^ = I ^(r2l%l2(j2„H^) ^ 
^ 2 
l(JM Ir jr JU-2 M+2)f = ^ (r^)'^ (J+M) ( J+M-1) ( J+M-2) ( jTM-3 ) , 
[(JMirjrjl J-2 M+Dj^ = |(^)^ (j^M^)(J+M-1)(J+M-2) , (J+8) 
[(JMlrjrji J»2 M)p = | [(J-D^-M^j , 
where D, E, and F are further normalization constants inde­
pendent of M. 
The problem of normaliz.lng intensities for electronic 
transitions in the RE salts requires further discussion of 
the appropriate wave functions to be used in normalizing 
Eqs c (Ijii,) through (I|.8) and of the< effects of crystal field 
c cup1ing on selection ru1e s. 
With the Heitler-'-London assumptions of chapter II j the 
vmire function of an electron in a crystal may be 
writ ten as 
t + 2' M -eVU) 
J-x ^ ^ at9) 
where and ^ are the unperturbed wave functions of the 
electron in a free ion and V is the potential of the cx-'ystal 
field. The appropriate matrix for an electromagnetic transi­
tion betvjeen states I and K may therefore be written to first 
order as 
u 101 k) + ^ 
1 t;- E,j^ — 
where 0 is written for the electromagnetic transition opera­
tor j, and (iiolk) has been written for the matrices 0 
For convenience, the various parts of Eqo (50) 
labelled as follows; matrices of the type (ilolk) are called 
direct transition matrices while expressions of the form 
™ ^  0 
> \ I Q lip will be referred to as forced and tha 
resultant transitions identified as foi'ced tx''ansitions e 
It is clear that if a dix-^ect fcrari.sl tioxi is not forbidden 
((1! 01 k) ^  0 ) and. if J then only the 
direct trsaisition matrix will contribute to the Intensity« 
The latter condition of small crystal coxiplings will cer­
tainly hold when the coupling is between wave functions 
belonging to different terms» In this case -eCklvlil)^ tciri""^ 
and E]j- - Ea ™ 10^~'' crri'"^ and the ratio is much less 
than unityo It is thus evident that such forced transitions 
inay be neglf3cted whenever the direct transition matrix is 
not Identically ?ero» Forced transitions are however 
important when the direct transition is forbidden and they 
are considered in chapter VIIIo 
One of the effects of a crystalline field is also to 
couple wave functions of different M within the same terin^ 
For this type of coupling (Ejj; - sjO can be of the same order 
as -e{k|vli^ ) and forced, transitions may not be neglected even 
though the direct transition matrix is not identically zeroo 
These forced transitions will result in a relaxation of the 
M selection rules as opposed to the term coupling previously 
discussed which will be important in the relaxation of J 
selection rules» In present calculations the only field term 
which does co\iple states of different M is the 
field term. Fortunately from the calculations of chapters 
II and III the coupling of this field term is found to be 
small for the sulphates ™ l^"* effect 
of this coupling is therefore neglected in subsequent inten­
sity calculations o As the other fiela forras (^oe<. Yg, 
Y'^) produce no coupling within a given teriUj, it is possible 
to calculate direct transitions to first order neglecting 
almost all forced transition effects <, It should be noted 
that the M = +3 level is different from other levels in that 
6  -  6 .  
the crystal field term (Y^ + Y^ ) removes the degeneracy of 
the levels If one uses the appropriate wave functions (see 
footnote to Table 7) for the resTiltant two non-degenerate 
states J the Intensity relationships for these two states are 
found to be 
KCit', 0 t;)r= 
1 • 
If the upper states are assumed to be characterized by M 
Quantum numbers and if the operator 0 is restricted to direct 
magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole then the previous 
equation becomes 
TX. ' ""rf ^ (52} 
The appropriate normalization constants for direct transi­
tions are therefore calculated using the RS wave functions of 
chapter II (assui?iing M a good quantum nuinber) ^ and then 
.52^  
corrected for departures from RS couplingo The correction 
to intensity due to crystal field coupling states of differ­
ent M Is only irnpoi^tant for the 3 odd and 3 even levels and 
can be obtained from Eq.. (52) used with results of subsequent 
Intensity calculations =. 
The intensity normaliNation constants A and B are readily 
found by integrating Eqs» (Ijli-) and (iiS)? with the aid of 
the appropriate wave functions given at the end of chapter 
lie The constants D,, E and however^ are not as simply 
deterrrilnsdo The method developed for present calculations 
makes use of the fact that |( JMI r^rj^l may also be 
written as (see Appendix A) 
Comparison of EqsO (53) and (6) shows that the matrices 
are identical,, the matrices of Eqo (53) being jxist those 
matrices studied in the section on crystal splittingso 
Hence, the techniques of calculation are also identical» For 
example the case where = J is iniraediately calculated in 
terms of the resuits of Eq„ (6). The resultant expression 
for the matrix of Eq» (53) is 
If the results of Eqs« (53) and ($1^) are combined with 
that of Eqo (i|,6) s the relationship for the normalization 
i||^ (JMl r2Yi!J«M)f . (53) 
|(M(r2Y§lM)f = 'y [3m2 - j (j + i)j ^  „ (5i|.) 
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constant D is found to be 
For constants E and P, the operator equivalents cannot 
be used within the J manifold, as J is no longer constants 
They may however be used within the manifold for which L is 
a constant. That is, the ^fave functions of the initial and 
final state of Eq,, (53) way be written in tems of the viave 
functions for- X'.rhlch L is a constant. The constants E and 
are deteririlned by expanding the matrix, of Eq. (53) terms 
of the matrices in the manifold foi' which Lisa constant. 
The matrices are then calculated in a manner similar to that 
discussed in chapter II (see discussion after Eqc (13)). The 
r-esultant normalization constants for all magnetic dipole 
and electric quadrupole transitions from the ground term^ for 
pure RS wave functions, are listed in Tables 8 and 9« 
Table 8» 
Normalization Constants A and B for Magnetic Dipole 
Transitions of Interest 
Initial term 
F'inal term 3H6 life 3h5 "I ^ •^ 16
7/6 0 - 5/6 11 
0 10 
- 5/6 11 0 62/60 
Table 9. 
Nomalization Constants D, 1 and f for llectrie- Quadi^pol© Transitions of Interest. 
Term 
Final %6 % ' % \ ^^ 4 
Term. 
l/2-9«lll2 0 =l/9°5®fi l / l '5-9'33 =l/9'11* isfl 0 
•• 0 1/9-11^  0 0 0 -l/3°ll»l§f3 
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The selection rules for the various direct transitions 
are apparent in Eqs » ikh) through (l|.8)o The selection rules 
for magnetic dipole transitions are AS •- 0; AJ = 0, +1; 
AM = 0 +1; while for electric quadrupole transitions they 
are AS = 0; AJ = 0^ +1, +2^ AM = 0, +1j +2o It has been 
noted, that J and M are still good quantum numbers for the 
mixed states (^ = e <> including departure;3 from RS coupling) ; 
hence the above selection rules are also valid for the mixed 
state calculations of thullraa. 
There is still the problem of making corrections to 
intensities for departures from RS coupling» Per present 
normalization purposes^ the transition probability amplitude 
matrix Aq is written as 
where 0 is the electromagnetic perturbation operator» For 
the J = 6 to J = 6 transitions the appropriate wave function 
x«iflth departures from RS coupling as given in Eq» (29) is 
substituted in Eq. (56) and the following equation is 
obtained. 
Ao = (-0.12 + 0o993 0O995 ^l6 + 0.126 ^H^') o (5?) 
(56)  
Because of the spin orthogonality of the singlet and triplet 
wave functions ^ not altered by the operator 0 which maintains 
-.56"-
spin orthogonality J Eq. (57) can be written as 
Ao= (0„99f;)(0ol2) [(3H|1O1%|) - . (58) 
Thfc) nomalization for the magnetic dipole and electric quad­
ripole transitions is obtained by combining the results of 
EQO (58) and Tables 8 and 9° 
A similar analysis can be raade for the J - 6 to J = 5 
transitiono For this case EQo (56) becomes 
Ao = {-0.12 + 0.993 ^ HfiopHf) = 0„993(3H5|0|3H|). (59) 
Tables 6 and 7 used in conjunction with EQo (59) give the 
desired normalization constants in the case of departures 
from RS couplings 
It might be re called that there is an important effect 
of temperature on intensities., At a given temperature, T, 
the levels of the lowest term which have been split by the 
crystal field will be populated according to a Boltzmann 
distribution« Thus each level will be weighted according to 
its energy above the ground levels The high™lying levels 
being sparsely populated, will not contribute much to absorp­
tion » In addition to the intensity rules discussed pre­
viously^ it is therefore also necessary to weight the levels 
with a factor 
Wb = ^ (60) 
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where Ej is the energy of the level from which absorption is 
taking place measured above the gronnd level Eq = 0 and k Is 
the Boltzrnann constant „ Table 10 gives the weighting factors 
appropriate to the gi^ound term for various temperatures of 
interest„ 
Table 10« 
Thermal Weighting Factors for Absorption 
at Various Tempieratures » 
Tem­
pera­
ture 
Level 3 even^ 3 odd^ 14- 5 6 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
295 1 0„97 0 „87 0 o(S8 OO75 Oc5l4- 0.39 0.26 
126 T 0.92 0 .70 o
 
o
 o
 
o„5i 0o23 0 .11 O.Oii. 
5 1 0.11 0^0001 0 0 0 0 0 
3 odd and 3 even refer to the two non-deganerate 
levels arising from the crystal field splitting of the M = +3 
levels M retains its meaning for all other levels., 
Tables 11 through 15 give the results of intensity cal­
culations for the various transition mechanisms ass-uming all 
the ground term levels to be equally populated (_i„£. infinite 
temperature)o To correct the tables for infinite temperature 
to any finite temperature the intensities are multipjied by 
Wg appropriate for the level doing the absorbingo 
Table 11, 
Relative Intensity for Direct Magnetic Dipole Transition from the J =-6 Terse to the 
J — 6 Term Measured in Units of 12/4=^3'-
M 6 5 4. 3 2 1 0 .^1 ^2 °3 
6 244. 12 
5 12 100 22 
4 22 64 30 
3 30 36 36 
2 36 16 40 
1 40 4 42 
0 42 0 42 
=1 42 4 40 
-=2 40 16 36 
->3 36 36 30 
°4 30 64 22 
-5 122 100 12 
=6 12 144 
U I 
fable 12c 
RelatiTe Intensity for Direct Magnetic Dipole Transition fron the J ~ 6 Term to the 
J = 5 Term Meastired in Units of 6^ /4° 3= 
Initial 
state 
M 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 . 
1 
0 
=1 
=2 
-3 
-=5 
132 
36 
110 
110 
m 
90 
90 
108 
72 
72 
128 
56 
Final state 
56 
140 
42 
42 
144 
30 
30 
140 
20 
20 
128 
12 
12 
108 
6 
6 
80 
2 
2 
36 
0 
VA 
§ 
Table 13. 
Relative Intensity for Direct Electric Quadrupole Traasition from the J ~ 6 Term 
to the J rz 6 Term Measured In Units of D^/So 
Initial 
state 
H 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Fijial state 
0 =1 =2 =3 <=5 =6 
6 2904 1452 264 
5 1452 726 1780 
4 264 1780 24 1470 10^ ) 
3 66G 1470 150 900 1440 
2 2D&) 900 600 360 1680 
1 1440 360 1014 42 1764 
0 1680 42 1176 42 1680 
<=1 1764 42 33a3 360 1440 
1680 3^  200=3 900 10^  
=3 1440 900 50.3 1470 660 
=•4 lOft) 1470 8o3 1780 264 
-5 660 1780 242o3 1452 
=6 264 1452 968 c 3 
o 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
=2 
°3 
*=4 
-5 
=6 
Table 14o 
Relative for Direct H.sctrie Quadrupole Transition fros the J = 6 Term 
to the J ~ 5 Term Measured iu. Units of e2/4=5^  
3960 
1650 
990 
1980 
1320 
990 
1920 
90 
2160 
1980 
90 
1458 
72 
2016 
21^  
72 
768 
504 
16^  
n^al State 
1 . 0 
1^6 
504 
210 
1050 
12^ 5 
16a) 
1050 
0 
1470 
840 
1260 
U70 
210 
1620 
480 
840 
1620 
768 
U52 
216 
480 
1452 
1458 
1014 
60 
216 
lOU 
1920 
450 
0 
60 
450 
1650 
0 
Eslat-ive Intensity for Direct 
J = 6 Term to the J ~ 
Initial 
state 
M 4 _ 3 .. 2 1 0 »1 =2 tss 4 ^4 
6 nsa) 
5 3960 7920 
4 1080 51^ 5040 
3 57^  2592 6048 4032 
2 5040 6048 4032 7168 16^  
1 .^ 32 7168 5040 4200 840 
0 1680 4200 5400 2880 360 
»1 2880 5040 1680 120 
-2 360 1680 4032 768 8 
"3 120 768 2592 216 
-4 8 216 1080 
0 0 
=6 0 
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Apx)endix B gives the approprla.te conversion factors 
necessary to transform the relative intensities of Tables 11 
through 1$ into absolute intensities, (ioSo ratios of absorbed 
intensity to primary intensity)» 
VII= ABSORPTION PATTERNS 
The constants of Eq.. (39) are used with the relative 
splitting matrices of chapter II to obtain the level split-
ting Cj in em relative to the mean term energy (3_oe_„ 
the absolute level energy equals ^ + So where 
is the mean term energy)« The absorption energy is 
found by taking the difference in energies between two levels 
M and M' as follows 
^ A) ^ M' 
Tables 16 through 20 list the energies (c^ " ) for the 
various allowed transitions (l_»e_o magnetic dipole and elec­
tric quadrupole). These energies are tabulated in such a 
i-^ay as to allow the absorption pattern for each type of 
transition to be read from the same table| the energies 
arising from AM = 0, +1 transitions belong to both the direct 
rsagnetlc dipole and direct electric quadrupole; transitions 
with AM = *2 belong to the direct electric quadrupole transi­
tion « The absorption pattern is obtained by plotting the 
splitting energies relative to the mean transition energy. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the patterns of a typical magnetic 
dipole and electric quadrupole transition» The intensities 
in these figures are obtained from the results of chapter VI 
Table 16c 
Lines ij-ising irm. Direct Magnetic Dipole and Electric Q\iadrapols Transitions 
Between the Tana and the ^l6 Tar®. All Transition Snsrgies are (Even in cm" 
and are Given Relative to the Mean Transition Energy for the Tfto Terais, 
Initial Final state 
state 
M 6 5 4 ^ even 2 1 0 -2 3 odd .-4... _ -5 
6 169,9 0 -139 a 
5 255.0 84.9 -54.1 =158.1 -166,5 
4 324.5 154.5 15,5 -88,5 -169.9 =96.9 
3 even 197.9 m.3 -32.1 -126,7 -151,5 -151c5 126. 80,3 197,9 
2 108,2 -4.21 -100.5 -123c6 -139.1 4,21 
1 18.97 -54.1 -100.5 -115,9 -100.5 27.1 
0 =46,4 -92.7 -108,2 -92,7 oZ.6 /• 
"1 .I8e9 -100c5 -115 c9 -100.5 -54.1 27.4 
"2 -4^ 21 -139cl "123.6 ^ ^'h3 4,21 108,2 
3 odd 197c9 58.8 -105.2 -173.0 =.173,0 -105,1 -45 c 2 58,8 219.4 
-4 -88.5 =169.4 -96,9 15.5 159,5 324 
=5 =158,1 -166.5 -59,1 O 255 
=6 =139,1 0 160 
Table 17e 
Lines Arising from Direct Dipole and llectric Qaad'rupole Transitions 
Between ths %£, Tem and the ^ 5 Tens, ill Transition Energies are Giwi in em"^ -
and are QiTen Relative to the lean Transition Energy for the Two Terms« 
Initial Final state 
state 
1 5...... A 3 2 1 0 =1 -2 ^3 ^4. „5 
6 -24.6 -104.4 
5 ^.3 -19.4 
4 129.8 51.1 "20.2 -74.8 
3 ersn 95.9 16.2 =54 »10S.8 »143.3 -143.3 -108.8 •=54.1 16.2 95.9 
2 142.8 72,6 17.9 •=16^6 -28.2 
1 95 = 7 41.1 6.54 -5o27 6.54 
0 48,8 U«3 2.46 14.27 48,8 
=1 6.54 -5.27 6.54 41.1 95.7 
-2 •=28»2 =1606 17.9 72,5 142.8 
3 odd 129.9 51.7 •=>20 e 2 "74.8 =66.1 =31.5 23.2 93.5 173.2 
»4 ='74»8 —20»2 51.1 129.9 
-5 -89.7 -19.4 60.3 
»6 "=104.4 =24.7 
Table 18= 
Mnes Arising from Direct Magnetic Dipole and Electric Quadmpole Transitions , 
Between the 3H6 Term and the TeiEo All Transition Siergies are Given in cm""*" 
and are Garen Relative to tlie Mean Transition 'Mergy for the Two Terms» 
IniMal Hnal state 
state 
M 4 3 2 1 0 =1 «2 =3 °4 
6 149.1 
5 •=64.1 -88.2 
4 5,42 ^l8o6 -24.3 
3 e-ren 28.53 46O2 40.55 42.88 42.88 40o55 46.2 28.53 
2 56.40 74=11 68»4 ?0c8 72«6 
1 97o» 91.59 9.3.93 95.7a 93.93 
0 99.3 -T01C65 103.51 101,65 99.3 
-1 93.93 95.78 93.98 91.59 97.29 
=2 72,60 10o75 68.42 74.11 56.40 
3 <Ad 6O99 24.70 19o01 21.34 21.34 19.01 24.70 6o99 
=4 =24o3 '18.6 5.42 
=5 -88.16 
-64.13 
.=6 =149.1 
Table 19. 
Lines Arising from Direct Magnetic Mpole and Electric Qiiadmpole fransitions 
Betwem the Term asd the Teno, All Trmsitios In^'gies are (H.Ten ia 
and are GiTes RelatlTS to the Mean Transitioa Siergy for the fwo Terms® 
IM-tlal 
state 
M k 3 2 
Final state 
1 0 =1 •=2 
6 =105.8 
5 =20.8 -80,8 
4 48,8 =11.3 -36.5 
3 erm 113.6 53.6 28.3 18.7 18.7 28.3 53.6 113.6 
Z 141.5 81.4 56.2 46.6 44.1 
1 104.6 99.4 m.i 67o3 e?.73 
0 87.1 77.5 74.8 11.5 87cl 
=1 69.7 67o3 79.4 104.6 
=2 44.1 46.5 56.2 81.4 141c5 
3 odd 92.1 32.0 6.78 =2.86 -2»86 5„73 32c0 92ol 
-36C49 =11.3 48.8 
-5 80.8 20.8 
»6 =105.8 
Table 20. 
Lines Arising from Direct Ma^etic Dipole and Electric Quadrupcle Transitions 
Between the Term and the ^ 4 Term. All Transition Energies are Given in cm"^ 
and are Given Relative to the Mean Transition Energy for the Two Terms. 
Initial 
state 
M 4 3 even 2 
Final state 
1 0 - 1  -2 3 odd -4 
6 -181,6 
5 -96.6 -88,8 -92.4 
4 -27.0 -19.2 -15.6 -22,8 
3 even 37.9 42.1 49,3 59.2 59.2 49.3 37.9 
2 65.7 69.9 77.2 87.1 92.1 73.5 
1 93.1 100.3 110.3 115.3 110.3 96.7 
0 108.0 118.0 123.1 118.0 108.0 
-1 93.1 110.3 115.3 110.3 100.3 96.7 
-2 69.9 92.1 87.1 77.2 73.5 65.7 
3 odd 26.7 27.7 37.7 37.7 27.7 24.1 26.7 
-4 -19.2 -15.6 -22.8 -27.0 
-5 -88.8 -92.4 -46.6 
-6 -181.6 
Figure lo Theoretical Absorption Spectrum 
of Thulium for Magnetic Dlpole 
Transitions Between the Ground 
Term and the Term., 
INTENSITY IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
Plg'iir© 2o Theoretical Absorption Spectrum 
of Thulliim for Electr-lc 
Quadrupole Transitions Between 
the Ground Term and the Term. 
INTENSITY IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
and are merely meant to indicate the relative intensities 
within a given transition» It must be realized that there 
is little meaning to even relative intensity calculations 
in the usual powder absorption work where a line is either 
absorbed or not absorbed with little gradation In intensity.. 
Thus if a transition mechanism Is sufficiently likely that 
any line should appearj then it would be expected that all 
lines not forbidden by pertinent selection rules would also 
appear. 
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VIII. FORCED TRANSITIONS 
In chapter VI, the Intensity calculations were limited 
to direct magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole transi­
tions „ These calculations are here extended to "forced 
transitionso" The terra forced transition is used to desig­
nate ti'ansitlons that would be forbidden in the absence of 
crystal fields.. It might be worthwhile to sumraarize the 
various types of coupling and the fields that are important 
for each. The field terms yP, Yg are important in 
+6 
coupling the terms of different Jo The not only couples 
terms of different J but also couples states with different 
M (3^»£o It couples states of AM = +6)0 There are alst fields 
+3 +3 
present such as the YJ and which couple configurations of 
different parity. In this chapter only the forced magnetic 
dipole transitions resulting from the coupling of states of 
different J by the Y2 field term and forced electric dipole 
transitions resulting from the coupling of different configu-
i3 
rations by the Y^ field term will be considered^' It will be 
assumed that all other coupling effects are less importanto 
Ao Forced Magnetic Dipole Transitions 
Since the crystal field couples states of different J, 
it is apparent that the J selection rules will not b® 
i'-lgorous, There Is still however the question of the magni­
tude of the resultant forced transition. Can it compete with 
the direct electric quadrupole? The answer to this question 
is at least indicated in comparisons of the relative inten­
sities of direct electi'ic quadrupole and direct magnetic 
dipole for the particTilar transition Prom 
Appendix A, Table 7 and Eq, ik-y) the direct magnetic dipole 
intensity 1^(1 can be written as 
'^ md = J ,, (61) 
and the electric quadrupole Intensity I^q can be wr-ltten 
from Appendix Table 7 and Eq„ (liT) as 
led - 1 •  ( 6 2 )  
For k == 2%'^ ,$6$ cm"^, ("K/mc)^ - llj oS x 10'"''"^ cm^ and 
(^)^ 2^3 2: 10'^^ a-rAj the ratio ImdAeq therefore 
I^ /^lgq = 1.2 X 10^  , (63) 
From such a calculation it can be seen that not only will 
direct electric quadrupole transitions not be observed where 
selection rules also allow direct magnetic dlx^ole transitions^ 
but that forced magnetic dipole transitions will in general 
dominate direct electric quadrupole transitions if there is 
but one part in a hundred admixture of wave functions of the" 
appropri.ate J, 
T"he follo^ iring simple analysis will serve to illustrate 
in detail how forced magnetic dipole transitions are calcu­
lated, and the expected relative p'robability of forced mag­
netic dipole and direct electi'ic quadrupole,, 
In present calculations it will be assumed that important 
field coupling arises from the part of the field. Calcu­
lations will be further simplified in that departures from 
RS coupling will be neglected» It is felt that such an 
approximation should at least give the right orders of mag­
nitude for the pesjjective transitions o Fi'om Eqo (i4.9) with 
(ih/l j) == (ilr2 Ag|j) and 0 «!)ll = magnetic dipole opsra-
tor-J, the matrix element for a forced magnetic dipole transi­
tion becomes 
V OMl-e^ AzoX.°l (j'kA\"jrL 
Eo - Sj' 
'  ^^ — . (61f) 
•3 M 3 M 
The calculation is now performed for the 
transition.. Of the various coupling terms that appear in 
Eq., (6i(.) only that arising from the nearby closest 
to the ground term) is kept, all others being less important 
because of either the energy denominator in the coupling 
expression or the value of the transition amplitude <> The 
intensity of a forced magnetic dipole transition can 
therefore be written as 
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Ifmd ^ MlYglJ^li M)^ |(J=i|, m1!})(|j-[). M) » (65) 
Prom chapter VI and Appendix a direct electric quadrupole 
transition J neglecting departures from RS coupling., can be 
written as 
Igq = (r^)"^ k''~ra^c^ j( J=6 M M}) ^ o (66) 
Prom Eqs(65) and (66) the ratio of forced magnetic dipole 
to direct electric quadrupole becomes 
V a  / %  - M  1 ^ 1  j = H - M ) l V ( p j ' f e , W c " .  ( 6 7 )  
VE^-E.^/ 
The values of r^A20 ^ ^6 ~ E[j_ and (J~i| M M) are found 
from chapters III, IV and VI to be 250 5500 cm"^ and 5 
respectively^ From Eq. (63) (M/mc)^ and (r^)^ are given as 
ll|.8 X 10"^^ cm^ and 3-^ x 10"-^^ cin^ respectively = Eq, (6?) 
can now be written as 
25 _ 9.25x10^  
leq 3«03xlO^ 3«ipclO^ 1? 
It can thus be seen that the forced magnetic dipole 
transition from is slightly more probable than a 
direct electric quadrupole transitionc Because of the sim­
plifying assumptions in this calculation^ the results can 
only be thought of as indicating that the two processes are 
of the same order of magnitude„ 
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Poi'ced Electric Dipole Transitions 
Altl'iough direct electric dipole transitioiis are forbid-
parity ruleJ forced electric dipole transitions can occur in 
crystals, where parity is no longer a meaningful concept« 
Such forced transitions can occur if there is some crystal 
coupling of the l^f electrons with the neighboring d or a 
shell. Energywlse, the shell would be expected to couple 
most eff€?ctlvely with the i|f shell; the 5d shell has eigen 
energies most nearly that of the [j.,f electron. In order for 
the shell to mix in with the l^d ^  fields with odd parity 
(oddl.) must be present in the crystals One such field found 
12 A3H3. 
Calculations have been made treating the thulium wave 
functions as arising from two f-electrons, The results 
obtained from this approximation are not correct and must 
only be thought of, at best, as some sort of an order of mag­
nitude calculation. From such calculations it is found that 
the forced electric dipole transition is less likely than the 
direct magnetic dipole transition but more likely than the 
forced magnetic dipole transition. It would seem desirable 
to carry out exact calculations of this type in order to 
establish the Importance of the forced electric dipole 
1 P den within the lj.f • configuration because of the Laporte 
in the sulphate octahydrate is of the form 
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mechanism. It might also be noted that vibrational coupling 
effects have here been entirely neglected and may also play 
an important part in producing forced transitions. 
IX <, ZEMAN PATTERNS 
A useful effect for the Identification of lines in 
atomic spectra is the Zeeman splitting produced by a magnetic 
fields It is therefore of some Interest to see if the 
2eeraan effect can be of use in the study of the RE absorp­
tion spectrao 
In the light of the special feat tires of Zeeman calcula­
tions in powders some preliminary r-eraar-ks are in order. 
Unlike ordinary Zeema.n effects ^ the magnetic field when 
applied to powders cannot be thought of as applied in a jjar-
ticulai' crystal directiono Instead it Is necessary to average 
over all directions to take into accotint the random orienta­
tion of the crystals in the powder. This process of averaging 
may be thought of as producing a variation of line intensity 
(_is£o the shift of level is a function of the orientation of 
the crystal relative to the magnetic field) That is, lines 
under the influence of the magnetic field are no longer sharp 
but have an intensity versus energy pattern» The purpose of 
present calculations is to calculate such absorption patterns 
and see if these patterns can be of any use in identifying 
the type of transition and possibly the M quantum number of 
certain levels» It might be noted that the only orientation 
that has any meaning in powder work is the orientation of the 
direction of propagation and polarization of the light rela­
tive to the direction of the magnetic fieldo This orienta­
tion i~-effiairis fixed while crystal directions are averaged out 
The effect of a spatially "oniform magnetic field Ho on 
the Haiiiiltonian of Eq., (3) of Appendix A is to cause an addi­
tional perturbation of the forin 
Amc ^ u 
(68)  ) 
where ell quantifeies are as previously defined. The teBiis in 
the sCiiia,re bracket are important only In the quadratic Zeeiaan 
effect and in diamagnetic effects. For ordinai^y magnetic 
fields this second order Zeeman splitting is of the order of 
'' 1 10"*^  cm"" and may here be neglected. Also neglected are some 
small interference effects with the oscillating optic fields. 
Thus the perturbation of Eqo (68) may simply be written as 
. (59) 
One of the effects of a magnetic field is similar to 
that of a crystal fieldj namely, states of different M are 
coupled (i.£. AM = +1) if the field is not parallel to the 
quantisation axis (here the axis of local symmetry)» The 
magnetic field coupling can give rise to forced transitions 
in mueh the sames way that the crystal field was found to give 
rise to new lines. However, the Zeeman patterns are here of 
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interest In that they help identify lines ordinarily observed 
in absorption work. The extra lines resialtlng from magnetic 
coupling effects are therefore neglected. 
The perturbation matrices of Interest j, (JM II JM* ) 
may be written in terms of matrices that have been 
previously evaluated for the magnetic dlpole transitions^ the 
operator^Dlt.belng identical for the two perturbations. Prom 
Eq. ) it is possible to write the perturbation matrix 
^ \ ] k  A [OT^A)(jl M+\)] ^ 
lix 
(70) 
Here A is the 3am.e normalization constant calculated for 
magnetic dipole transitions and and ^ are the direction 
cosines between the direction of the field % and the x, y 
and z axis respectively» The z direction is taken in the 
direction of highest local syrrmetry of the crystal and is 
taken as the direction of quantization (see chapter V), 
In order to find the Zeeman splitting energies or eigen 
energies of the set of levels in thiili-uirjj it is necessary to 
diagonalize a matrix of the form 
M 6 5" H- 3 -5" -- G 
6 0 0 0 0 
5" 0 0 0 
H- 0 V^,f% ^4 4^3 ' ' • 0 0 
3 0 0 
4-
0 0 
-5" 0 0 0 0 
~G 0 0 0 0 . . -
where are the crystal splitting perturbation energies of 
+ 
Eq,. (26) . The off-diagonal terras due to splitting effects 
are here neglected. 
Although it is possible to dlagonalize such a 13 by 13 
matrix using the method discussed in chapter III, it is a dif­
ficult and tedious task. A. somewhat simpler and more direct 
method is to find the eigen-energies through the use of ordi­
nary perturbation theory. For even electron elements such as 
thulium, the eigen energies ¥[4 are of the usual form 
„ TT .S HMN ^N14 ¥iyr - Vj™r + n ]yjI4 + — (71) 
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It should be noted that although the thii?d terra of li;q„ 
(71) is second order in the field, it is considerably larger 
than the bracketed term in Eq. (68). For small crystal split-
ting energies of the order of 10 cm'" and a magnetic field of 
about 20,000 gauss, the second term of Eq» (?1) can be as 
large as a half cm" c The relative importance of the first 
order and second order terra.3 in EQo (68) will be discxassed 
later (ieeo the second order term is much less than the first 
except vrhers the first ordei'^ term is identically zero) . 
The energy level displacement Efj = ¥j4 -» V]yiM due to a 
magnetic field can be written in terms of the results of Eq-
(70) and (71) as 
Ed. = e %-hA 
ZmC 
+(t+yi'-)[e%]{hA 
\ I V 4" 
( J - M )  ( j i ^ A  
+ 0 
E/w -E IV\ -I 
(72) 
where is written as Ej^j for convenience. 
In present calculations it will be convenient to express 
39 the functions and ^ in terms of the Euler angl 
Of (f> and o^ The coordinates of a 'rotated coordinate system 
IQ 
xJ , y' and z' in terms of the Euler angles-^ and a fixed 
39 Euler angles are defined as the three successive 
angles of rotation which transform (Continued on next page) 
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r©f®reiioe system x, y and z are given by the following 
equations. 
= (cos ^  cos<j> -COS© sincj> sin'f' )x + (-sin'f'cos(]^  
-cog© sln<|> cos )y + (sln0sin<| )z, 
ys = {cos sin(]^ ^cos© cos^ sin^ )x + (-sin ^ sin (73) 
4-qobQ COS(|> eos "if)? + ( -sin@ cos (j) )z g 
z* = (sin© sin^ )x + (sin© cos ^ )y + (cos © )z <. 
Prom Eq. (73) with ^  along the z' axis and the z axis 
c h o s e n  a s  t h e  a x i s  o f  q u a n t i z a t i o n ,  t h e  f u n c t i o n s  ^ a n d  
^ are cos d , sin0 sin'/' and ^ = sin 6 cos The 
level displacement of Eq. (72) may now be written as 
Ed as Sjfcos d + Tj^sin^© , 
«•=(&) AM, 
r4^J.E„-E„., e„-E«-, i. 
where 
The usual Zeeman splitting energy is obtained by taking 
(continued) one cartesian coordinate system to another. The 
initial system of axes, x, y and z is rotated counterclockwise 
about the positive z axis through an angle (p and the resultant 
coordinate system labelled a, p, y respectively. The inter­
mediate axis system is rotated about the a axis counterclock­
wise by an angle © to produce another axis system which will 
be designated as the a« p' y' axes. The o' y' axes are 
then rotated counterclockwise by an angle ^ about the y' axis 
to produce the desired x', y' and a' system of axes. 
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the difference of tiie line displacements arising from th& 
dagenerata levels. That is, if the displacement of a line 
arising from a transition Is and the displacement 
dtie to s, . tr^ansltion is then the ^eeman split­
ting is jyj.j - ! . Because of the M dependence of Eq., 
(7I4.) it can be shown that and ^ is therefor© 
equal to twice Prom Eq. (7l[.} the Zaeman splitting for 
degenerate tr-ansitions (i..eo degenerate Initial and final 
levels) Is 
 ^- 2(Si[y|"-S|i(it) cos © + 2(!!^ -T|4t )sln'^ 6 j 
» SASJ/TM?  ^"*• sin^  S ^ (7^) 
For a transition between a non-degenerate level and a degen­
erate level the form of Sq. (75) is essentially unchanged.. 
The case of a transition from a non-degenerate level to a non-
degenerate level is somewhat different as « 0 always 
holds true and Eq. (75) becomes 
^ " (76) 
Before making any calculations with these equations It is 
of interest to examine the relative magnitude of the constants 
and AT|4]v[» » With a magnetic field of 21,300 ga'uasj 
is equal to 1 cm-^o The crystal splitting energies re­
quired in calculations of AT|y[j|f are obtained from chapter V« 
For a sample transition from the term to the term, the 
appropriate values of A are found (see Table 8) to be 7/6 and 
62/60 for- the and term respectively. Prcan Eq. (7.- | )  
and the above niarierlcal factors it is found that 
1' "> 
varies between and 0.3 cm while ATj/jmi varies frcatn 
» 1 0.01 to 0.5 cm"". The values of the coefficients depend on 
the particular levels involved in the transition. As present 
spectroscopic methods do not in general allow for the detec­
tion of Zeeman splittings of less than about O.p cm""^, the 
second order correction in Eq. (75) will be neglected. 
The second order splitting reaches its•maximum value of 0 ,$ 
„,Ti 
cm for transitions between two non-degenerate states where 
AS|4f4s = 0 and is therefore not neglected for such 
transitions « 
Prom Appendix A, ^ the intensity of a magnetic di|3ole 
transition may be written as 
sm e cl© clcj) ^ 
where and 4' are the direction cosines between the direc-
tion k X and the x, y and z axis respectively (see chapter 
Y) is the direction of polarisation of the light and & 
J 39 
and (p are the Euler angles » 
Eqs„ (75)^ (76) and (77) are parametric in © alone^ as 
(j> does not appear in the splitting energy equations . It is 
therefore possible to average directly over the angle (p 
in Eq. (Tij.) . The intensity may then be found as a function 
89^ 
of the splitt'ing energy by eliminating and d© frciin ths 
parametric equations. In crder to do this 'use is xnade of 
tiie relationship 
r de I fd© ] c(£ . 
Ue/ d.^1 i ? 8 )  
The dei'iTatives (£[^j 3.re obtained from Eqs» (7p) or 
(76) « Neglect ing the second order  teran,  in  Eq,  (7p)^ ths 
derdvatlYe (d©/d'^} for  the degenerate case of  ]3q.o (75) or  
r iOia-degaiiera. te  case of  Eci .  (76) are 
(jo 1 m. — i 
Z  S m ©  ;  ^ 
Sm 0 f 7 r § /^ TM(h' 
80) 
rs3p8Ctlvely, 
The intensity-splitting energy relationships for various 
electric and magnetic field orientations are now studied. In 
subsequent calculations it will be convenient to keep the 
applied field in the direction and orient the direction 
of polarization and propagation of the light relative to the 
magnetic field» The simplest case to calculate is that where 
the applied field is in the same direction as k x « In 
this case ^ f ^ and ^ ^ 
hfsnce ^ — cos© , sin© sinf' and ^sins'oos ^  .. Prom 
3qs o (75) through (30) the intensities for the degener'ate and 
D/on-degenerate transitions ax'e 
=[ (61) 
J Cd\ Ovm' J 
and 
respectively. The intensity versus splitting energy curves 
for this type of magnetic field and light source are given In 
Pigupas 3 I|,.« 
The case of the direction of polarization of the 
light parallel to the applif^d field ^  may be studied in a 
similar' raanner „ In this instance^ however^ the Intensity is 
found to be a function of 'P which must first be averaged out^ 
From Eqs. (731 and (77) the intensity may be written as 
IsVneded^j) = (coa^(j) + Coi'© ?l^ivi 8 cia (82) 
The average over the direction^ raei'ely introduces a multi­
plicative constant in all the terras of EQo (82); hence? the 
equation may be rewritten as 
X sm e cie - I ^1 ^ c( 0 ^ (63) 
Figure 3" ZesBian Splitting Patterns fox' 
Transitions Between Degenerate Levels 
with the Magnetic Field Applied 
Parallel to the Vector "fCKdo. 
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Pi.giire Ij.. Zeenian Splitting Patterns for Transi­
tions Between Hon-Degenerate Levels 
with the Magnetic Field Applied 
Parallel to the Vector I^kgIO. 
INTENSITY IN ARBITRARY UNITS 
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Once again th© angular dependence may be eliminated by 
straightforward methods and the following relationship re­
sults for the degenerate and non-degenerata transitions 
rsspecfcively 
dA. 
2-ASmm' ) 
ana 
6 l-jltiv 1(311^+.X)ncll 
1'i^  £/ATa  MM' Z^ MM' 
Figures 5 and 6 give the intensity versus splitting ensrgy 
patterns obtained fro:ra Eq,, (8l4.)o 
It might be noted that the use of circularly polarized 
light with the applied magnetic field in the same direction 
as the direction of propagation of the liglit yields no nsw 
information. The Intensity relationships are found to be 
identical to those of Eq.. (8i|.} after performing the required 
averageso These results are independent of -whether the 
light is left- or right-circularly polarized., 
Figure 5'» Zeaman Splitting Patterns for Transi­
tions Between Degenerate Levels with 
the Magnetic Pieid Applied Parallel 
to the Direction of Polarizationo 
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X. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY 
One of the outstanding properties of the RE salts is the 
strong paramagnetism that they exhibit« Comparison of experi­
mental susceptibilities at room temperature and appropriate 
3 theoretical calculations have been iiseful in identifying the 
ground tex'ins of the RE ions, Attempts^"^ have also been made 
to use susceptibility data at low temperatures to study the 
effect of crystal fields on paramagnetismo The poor agree­
ment between theory and experiment has been attributed to the 
unrealistic cubic fields assumed in the theoretical computa­
tions » In present calculations the field form of chapter III 
will be used in calculating the temperature behavior of sus­
ceptibility for the RE sulphate octahydrates„ 
Using the techniques of Van Yleck^ it is possible to 
obtain the magnetic susceptibility in a convenient form for 
RE calculations. Such calculations are outlined in this sec­
tion using the notation of Van Vleck» 
The time average of the magnetic moment pj- (in the 
direction of the applied field) of an atom in the stationary 
state n, J, M is given by the relationship 
Pg(nJM| n<JM) = - ^  ^nJM > i 85) 
(i} 
where are the coefficients in the development 
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n^JM ~ ^ "'nJT4 '^nJM %, ^ d j M  % + » • > »  " 
In present calculations the predominant configuration is the 
and the suimriation over the different configurations has 
little meaning and the n quantum number is dropped.. For 
salts such as thulium, the J quantum number may also be dis­
carded, At ordinary temperatures there will be little 
population of any term other than the ground teim. 
The quantity of interest in susceptibility calculations 
Is the total polarization or magnetic;' moment P per unit 
volume# which is the statistical mean over all stationary 
states. This statistical mean is obtained by weighting the 
magnetic moment and summing over all states^ the resultant 
sum being multiplied by the total numbei» N of Ions per cco 
Therefore 
P =1 N [2 pH (M J /£ 6 ^ (37 )  
U /v^  
Through use of the expansion = 
— — t h e  n u m e r a t o r  a n d  d e n o m i n a t o r  o f  
kT 
Eq, (87 )  May be developed as a power series in The 
resultant expression for susceptibility P/%, is 
7^= L W - 2 J £ -
M 
£  Q - w ^ / f c r  
With the aid of standard perturbation techniques, the values 
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for may be obtained explicitly 
wg = Em, ^ii = ^ MM' ^4 ^ , (89) 
where 0^ Hmu has been written for of Eq. (71) „ The 
susceptibility may now be written as 
1^ = H E[ (V-m)y>^r - 2S' lUsitiC' ] (,o, 
_ E-(W-gKi , 
The required perturbation matrices H]y[M and of Eq., (90} 
may now be found from previous results given in Eq^ (70)j 
chapter IX» Substituting the results of Eq. (70) in Eq« (90) , 
one obtains the following equation 
(91) r = «(eitA'! 
Vivnu ( 4- L Ert^-EA>->-i -i J 
21e' 
It must be pointed out that this form is only applicable when 
there is no coupling between degenerate states and therefore 
does not apply to odd electron RE salts where the degenerate 
states M = l/2 and M = -l/2 are coupled by the magnetic field, 
Per the moment, calculations will be confined to even elec-' 
tron RE salts for which there is no coupling between degene~ 
rate states. 
Eq» (91) Is averaged over all crystal directions as in 
the previous section, and the following result is obtained 
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^ - &c) ^  ^Lvg- EM-£m.^ •i:;:i;:r'J  ^
KL O - / TE.T 
(92) 
It is of interest to study the behavior of Eq^ (86) at 
the extremal temperatures, T = 0 and T = oO | at the latter 
temperat^ire the susceptibility should be independent of 
crystal field splitting effects and should be identical to 
the results of Van Vie ok o-^ Hoxtovoi', as the low temperature 
behavior is simplest to calculate^ the susceptibility will 
first be studied as T~0. For low temperatures Eqo (92) may 
be written as 
- "(si-J 
provided the lowest-lying level is degenerate» If the low-
lying level is not degenerate then the susceptibility is 
® \2YRIC) 3 L E. ~ E/y\ - bM-\ ' (9ii-) 
The different temperature behavior of the susceptibility 
in Eq, (93) and (9^) makes It simple to determine the exis­
tence of degeneracy in the ground level at low temperature» 
In addition^ if the low-lying level is degenerate it is pos­
sible to assign an M quantijm nxxmber to the level independent 
"lOii-
of the details of the crystal field (i^.e_o other than the fact 
that the crystal field will determine which level will lie 
lowest, Eq. (92) is independent of the magnitude of the 
crystal field splitting^ Less Information is available for 
the low-lying non-degenerate states. For such cases, %o is-
not only a function of M but also of the magnitude of the 
level splitting E]y[ -
It is possible to study the susceptibility at high tem-
per>ature3 (T»Em) by expanding the exponential of Eq. (92) in 
powers of E|ij/kTo For convenience all energies are measured 
relative to the ground level EQ = 0, The result ant form for 
the susceptibility at high temperature, is 
^Hfek ^  A r2j - (o-M+i) 1 
^ V. /V\ EfA-EM - ^ 
' c r~ 
- L=(1A+| 
+ 2- E», I 
'IKTV 
X  § 0 - % r ) ] .  ( 9 5 )  
Eq. (95) can now be put in a more useful form hj actually 
performing the various sums over M. Because of the crystal 
splitting energies that appear in the denominators of the 
varioiis expressions in Eq. (95) It is convenient to perform 
the summation by regrouping the terms in the sums» The first 
bracketed expression in Eq. (95) will serve as an illustra­
tion of the method here used« The various terms in the sum 
are expanded as follows: 
V 
2L (2-j) t—; M+-I L E.- E + o 
L E I _j 1—2-J 
+ [ I S )  
" ~ ^1-) ^ l-J 
+- . .  
C%) 
It can be seen by inspection of the series that one term, in 
each bracketed expression cancels one term of a neighboring 
bracketed expression and the value of the sum is zero. By 
similar methods the other sums can be performed and the 
result is the following: 
V i=,.r 0-^)0+-^) ^ f 
^ r-^r(.m](i^±l) -j-O+Zvi) - V e^QJ(J+I) _ (97) 
L E/v\-E/Vv-| 
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U c j 3 t e x  V EFtiToTT^To j  
The first tern of Eq. (98) is identified as the usual 
expression^ for susceptibility for multiplet intervals large 
coirtpared to kTo Eqo (98) may also be rewritten in a form 
so as to resemble the Curie-Weiss law 
CylT + A) ^ (99) 
by transferring the bracketed terms of the numerator of 
Eqo (98) to the denominator (i.o£<> use is mad© of the fact 
that the second term in the bracket is much smaller than the 
first because of the temperature T appearing in the denomina­
tor of the second term)„ The result of this operation is the 
following 
3ie, /(T + (loo) 
It can be seen that the high-temperature susceptibility 
Tio can yield little Information about the magnitude of 
energy splittings due to the crystalline field, as the addi­
tive constant A (comparing Eq.s o (99) and (100)) is an Involved 
function of both splitting energies and other crystal field 
parameters, 
In order to make any quantitative statements about the 
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susceptibility it will be necessary to introduce a quantita­
tive expression for the crystal field splittings. In the 
light of previous field calculations it seems reasonable to 
treat the splitting as arising only from the part of the 
crystal field. Prom the following relationships (see chapter 
II) for the energy of splitting 
% = S [ 3M^ - J(J + 1)] , where S = f A20 , (101) 
the susceptibility of Eq. (92) may be written as 
fx. 
^ Iz-mr/ ^ \p-T 
.2 c 3k
.(J+A4) (J"M+ I) 
jeX 
3? 
(J-M ) ( J+M -h \) 
2. M -r) 
(lOZ) 
It should be noted that S of Eq. (102) can be of either sign 
and the resultant susceptibility will be quite different, at 
low temperatures, for the different signs. With the positive 
value of "S , to be expected from field calculations, the 
M = 0 level should lie lowest in thulium and the suscepti­
bility versus temperature curve should be as shown in Figure 
7, Figure 8 gives the temperature behavior of susceptibility 
if the sign of S is negative. The two curves can be seen to 
be quite different at low temperatures and in just the manner 
to be expected from the results of Eqs= (93) and (94)" 
Figure 7° Theoretical Curve of the Reciprocal Suscep­
tibility Versus Temperature for Thuli"um 
Sulphate Assuming the Field Parameter S 
to be Positive. 
-log­
ic-
V. 
Figure 8» Theoretical. Curve of Reclproca,! Susceptibility 
Versus Temperature for Thulium Sulphate 
Assuming the Field Parameter S to be Negative. 
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Although there are no low temperatiare^ susceptibility 
data at present for thulium sulphate octahydrate^ there are 
available data for the praseodymium^-® and neodymiurn^'"^ 
sulphate octahydrates, Thus it should be possible to utilize 
previous field data and the ground term matrix calculations of 
29 Stevens to predict the susceptibility of these saltso 
The susceptibility of Pr sulphate may be calculated in 
terms of the parameter S , Figure 9 shows the results of 
such a calculation with S chosen so as to give the best fit 
with the experimental curve. 
In order to use Eq^ (102) for odd electron RE elements 
such as Nd, it is necessary to make corrections for magnetic 
coupling between the otherwise degenerate M = l/2 and M = 
-l/2 states, If the perturbation calculation is performed 
with wave functions corrected, for this couplings it is found 
that the appropriate first order perturbation energy for the 
T , . . +.4 14. (J-M) (J+M+1) ^ (J+M) (J-M+1) 
c o u p l e d  s t a t e s  i s  p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  — — —  —  +  — —  -
instead of the expression found for non-coupled degenerate 
states. From Eq. (102) with the atove modification for the 
M = +1/2 states, it is possible to calculate the 
C. J. Gorter and W. J. de HaasProc = Acad, Amsterdam 
12i|.3 (1931). 
J, Van den Handel, Physica 3^^ 6I8 (191+9) » 
A. Selwoodj J« Am. Chem. Socc 3I6 (1933)» 
L. Cc Jackson^ Proco Roy. Soc. A 170 s 266 (1939l» 
Figure 9« Comparison of Theoretleal and Expei'imental 
Reciprocal Susceptibility Versus Tempera­
ture Curves for Prg ( S0[^) 3 - 5H2O Choosing 
the Field Parameter § that Gives the Best 
Pit = 
-llij.-
Figure 10. Coraparison of Theoretical and Experimental 
Curves of the Reciprocal Susceptibility 
Versus Temperature for j ° Q H2O 
Choosing the Field Parameter S that Gives 
the Best Pit at Hoom Teraperature» Here the 
Low Teraperature Data + are that of Sorter 
and de Haas^O and the Room Temperature Data 
© and A are from Selwood^^ and Jacksoii^^ 
Respectively, The Latter Data are Given to 
Indicate the Wide Discrepancy Among Dif­
ferent Data. 
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susceptiblllty in terms of the parameter § . Although a 
can be chosen (see Figure 10) so that the theoretical and 
experimental susceptibilities are in agreement in the region 
of room temperature, it is not possible to find a single para­
meter that will bring the theoretical and experimental 
results into agreement at both low and high temperature. In 
addition It is to be noted that the 8 used in both the Pr 
and Nd calculations to give a best fit with experiment is 
opposite in sign to that expected from field calculations. 
This result would give support to the field calculations of 
Giesekus which have already been discussed in chapter V. 
That is, the Yg term calculated from nearest neighbor field 
calculations is not a good approximation and most of the 
field arises from thulium ions with opposite charge to that 
of the nearest neighbors. The fact that the field term 
may be arising mainly from the neighboring thulium ions 
whose overall symmetry is quite different from the nearest 
neighbor oxygen radicals is indeed a disturbing fact. How­
ever, it is hoped that although the sign of the term here 
calculated is in error the magnitude may nevertheless be of 
the correct order. 
It has been pointed out earlier that the low temperature 
dependence of the susceptibility should allow the identifica­
tion of the M quantum number the lowest lying state. With 
the same sign of S that gives high-temperature agreement for 
Pr and Nd sulphate, the M = 0 level should lie low for Pr and 
the M = +1/2 level should lie low for* Nd. The sus cept ibility-
teinperature curve of Pr given In Figure 10 indicates (see Eqo 
(9I4 . ) )  a non-degenerate low-lying level which can be Inter-
pi'eted as the M = 0 level in accord with theory,, However, the 
Nd sulphate susceptibility at low temperature behaves as if 
it arises from a degenerate low-lying level with M = ±5/2 as 
opposed to the M = +l/2 predicted by theory» Figure 11 
gives an aaiplified plot of ^  T versus temperature in the 
low-temperatur-e regiono The values of susceptibility at 
T = 0 given by Eq. (93) are also given in Figure 11. It can 
be seen that although the experimental data are scattered in 
this region, nevertheless all the data point to an M = +5/2 
low-lying state« This is here interpreted as evidence of th© 
importance of some of the field terms that have been neglected 
in present calculationso These other field terms would be 
expected to cause a rearrangement of level order. . It might 
be noted that the relative importance of the splitting 
arising from the Y2, etc. field terms would be expected 
to be different for thulium and lighter RE salts such as 
neodyrnium. This is because the relative ratio of the mean 
radii appearing in the energy splitting term is a function of 
the atomic number. From EQc (36) it would be expected that 
o the would be more Important for neodymlum than for 
thulium.. The susceptibility data are however not sufficient 
to calculate the exact proportions that the other field 
terms contribute. It is only possible to obtain some 
Figure 11. Comparison of Theoretical and 
Experimental Values of "p T to be 
Expected at Low Temperatures <. The 
Theoretical M Values to be Expected 
for the Low-Lying State are Indi­
cated by A.ri"-ows » 
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inequalities which are useless for more than a somewhat 
qualitative study of the fields. With more low-temperature 
susceptibility data for the RE sulphate octahydrates it might 
be possible to obtain enough inequalities to fix the field 
parameters for* this salt. 
XI» CONCLUSIONS 
In tM3 thesis, the term splittlxigs of thulium sulphate 
octahydrate have been calculated in terms of four ci'ystal 
parameters» These parameters hai^'e then been estimated on the 
basis of present Imowledge of the crystal structure and terra 
splittings in turn calculated using these constants. Vari­
ous absorption mechanisms have been investigated and appro­
priate intensity and selection rules found. Absorption 
spectra are given on the basis of direct magnetic dipole and 
electric q.uadrupole transitions and sstimated term splitting., 
It is found that such calculations give too many lines to 
account for present absorption spectra for thulium sulphateo 
It Is not, however, certain whether the disagreement is due 
to the choice of an absorption mechanism or an inadequate 
field calculationo Present susceptibility results would indi­
cate that the error is due to neglecting other field tenns 
than the Y2 s> although it is difficult to see how such a 
neglect could cause an overestimation of spectral lines. The 
23 polarization experiments of Krueger indicate forced elec­
tric dipole transitions are the absorption mechanism, in RE 
salts but again it is not evident that such a mechanism would 
appreciably decrease the number of lineso It might of course 
be a combination of both effects or neither of the two., For 
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example^ the main coupling effect could be due to vibrational 
coupling which has been here neglected= 
Zeeinan splitting effects have also been calculated and 
should prove a useful means of identifying levels and hence 
estimating field parara.eters, 
The best method of determining the transition mechanism 
in RE salts is probably using polarized light in absorption 
work» It might be remarked that useful experiments with 
polarized light not only requl,re a single crystal but also 
that the particular salts studied have a high degree of local 
symmetry^ It would be of especial Interest to use a salt 
with a point of inversion at the RE ion„ Such a salt does 
not have crystal fields present with odd parity (oddJ?, ) and 
there can be no field coupling of the d shell with the f 
shello Thus there is no possibility of forced electric dlpole 
transitions arising from crystal fields ^ although there of 
course can still be forced transitions due to vibrational 
coupling effectso An examination of polarization effects in 
such a salt could thus determine whether forced transitions 
are due to crystal field effects or vibrational effects. 
It is also suggested that magnetic and optical experi­
ments on the RE brornate enneahydrates would be of especial 
theoretical interest. For this salt it has been possible to 
19 perform extensive field calculations, ^ as opposed to present 
field computations which are confined only to nearest neighbor 
contributions. The bromate is of further interest in that the 
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major contribution of the field seems to arise from distant 
RE ions which in turn cause large Y2 field terms. Present 
calculations of susceptibility and forced transitions should 
therefore be applicable. It should thus be possible to test 
theoretical field calculations in terras of the absorption 
pattern and susceptibility by appropriate use of present cal­
culations. For simplicity of interpretation it would seem 
desirable to see if absorption patterns for the rare-earths 
with a single f-electron (or hole) such as cerium and yterblum 
can be understood and then work extended to the more complex 
spectra of other RE bromates» 
Similar experiments on the ethyl sulphate enneahydrates 
would also be of interest. It would be desirable to see if 
+ 6 OQ 
the large Y-^ field terms reported by Elliot and Stevens-'" can 
be confirmed through other types of experlinents. It might be 
noted that the large Yg contribution which might be expected 
if calculations are extended to other than nearest neighbor 
ions J do not seem to occur in the ethyl sulphates {1,^, 
Elliot and Stevens can explain their paramagnetic resonance 
experiments with small terms)» 
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XIII. APPENDICES 
Appendix A; Intensity Calculations 
The probability per unit time of a light ray being 
absorbed In a solid angle dH can be written as 
iSl, (A-l) 
where / is the perturbation matrix element aiia p£ the 
density of initial states. In present calculations, the 
relative intensities of the various transition mechanisms are 
of interest more than the absolute intensity. Therefore, it 
is only necessary to study th© behavior of 
I = I dll (A-2) 
for the transition mechanism of interest. 
The total Hamiltonian for a particle of charge © in 
the presence of an electromagnetic field is given by 
^ Zm Vr c  /  zrv^c '  (A-3) 
relativistic terras in Eq. (3) have been neglected except for 
the last terra, which contains the interaction of spin with the 
magnetic field. Although this spin interaction term appears 
quite naturally in the Dirac relativistic equations, it must 
be added explicitly to the usual non-relativistic Schroedinger 
nx 
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fonnulatlon. By expanding the binomial of Eq. (A-3) and col­
lecting terms, one can rewrite the equation in terms of an 
unperturbed Harailtonian and a perturbed Hamiltonian ^  . 
The resultant equation is 
% •!- 'y-'j (A-i+) 
where % = 2^  
y=s-gk^. (vxS)-S_(g.^+x-F) 
(A-5) 
^ can now be studied in detail for the various transition 
modes. In present calculations the term may be neglected. 
This term is connected with less likely processes of the sec-
one order in which two 11^t quanta are involved. 
Writing the vector potential as aoe -IkT keeping 
only the first term of the expansion of for small 
argument, one obtains the following form for the spin contri­
bution of Eq. (A-5) 
r- (VkS) - -it. 
2mC Zrr^C 
 ^ CT' (E 
(A-6) 
If 0 is written in terms of the spin angular momentum 
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operator S, Eq« (4~63 becomes 
Examining nest the term (p^A + A®p) of Eq® (A-5)i one 
notes thats If d%r A = 0, A®p » poA, Expanding A as previously^ 
one finds that 
,,.a, 
?h© first term of Eq« (A-S) is identlfi^ed as th© ©lectrie 
dipole terra and the. second term is a mixture of magnetic 
dipole and electric quadrupole^ In order to separate the lat-^ 
ter term into a magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole term^ 
u.8«i is made of the vector identity 
(a»b)(c»d) s? - (•S®d)(b»'o) , (A-9) 
From this identity, Eq. (A-8) bec<jm^s 
j^(p4+l'p) «« ^(ao'P) + ' (,^x$) + 
^^(ao«r) + (lc»r) , (A-10) 
It la now possible to identify (r x p) as the angular 
momentum operator L s^nd combine Eqa^ (A-7) and (A-10) to 
writ® the perturbation as 
"j 
' .tU-r J 
irjt + |~(kxa^ ) . (L-^ -23) cmc 
ei 
dm c (a^4)(k^p) + {k.?)(C^»p)] . (A-^ll) 
The electric dipole^ inagnetic dlpcle and electric qua dm po 3,6 
relatlre intensities > Irn,d -s^s'-spectively are now 
identified as fellows 
ra 
I%°PI j) 
I,, md " , ? p 
IjJl ' c 
I (L. I I4ITI G 
1 ! (kxQ)) " {L+2S )| j) d _n. 
(ao"r)(k"p) + (k-r) (^ q"p)| j)p d/I 
(A-12) 
In order to use Eq. (A-12) for absorption work with 
powdorg it is necessary to average over all possible crystal 
• directions. That ia , the direction of polarization and 
pi'opagation of the incoming light beam may be thought of as 
fixed and this light beam in turn interacting with crystals 
whose axes of Q_uantization are ra,ndomly oi'ientated relative 
to these fixed axes. The results of such an averaging for 
the electric dipole and magnetic dipole intensity are the 
f olloxjing: 
I. 
1 e'-Uo 
worn rniiiiili«^Miii i 
3 TO~C 
|(ilpxl j)l + ItilPyl j)i 
l(i\Pzl jll (A"13) 
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1 e^ 'k g; 
I.,~ "q ~ 
3 
|(llLx+2SxUf + l(ilLy+2Sjl P + 
j(l| L5,+2S,5l „j}' (A-ail.) 
Eq,, ik-13) can be rewritten in a someviiiat more useful 
form bj liialilng use of the comrn-utation .relationship 
Im, 
Pj = T' rt^j - ^3 ( A - I S )  
From Eq. {A-12) and (A-I5') , the electric dipole intensity can 
now be written as 
led = e2k2|(il^,'r |j)|' (A-I6) 
Eq, (A-li|) can also be written in a moi'e useful form 
by x-rriting L + 2S as and making use of the relationship 
2. Z. I * 
and similarly 
='1 ^ 'J ' -V^Ia 
z. 
Eq® (A"" 1)4) can now be written as 
•k^ai 
3 H m'^ c 
i\%^ uun.H 
2. 
i)r 
z. 
(A-18) 
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The electric quadrupole intensity can be written in a 
more convenient form for performing averages by making use of 
the commutation relationship of Eq. (A~15)j the result is 
{A"19) 
By averaging I^q over all directions, one obtains 
le^  - zi(<i j)r+i (-<• ix 
For normalization purjjosesj it is often desirable to 
rewrite Eq. (A-20) In terms of spherical harmonics of the 
second degree. The required spherical harmonics are 
\/tl 
^4.(x±cy)^ 
fTT£ 
r-Y"-ilT (A-21} 
In terms of these spherical harmonics I^q can be written as 
(A-22) 
In section IX dealing with Zeeman patterns^ the inten­
sity relationship is required for the absorption of circularly 
polar:i?eii light. The onljr change in the previous derivations 
for plane polarized light that is brought about by using 
clTCulavly polarized light is that the vector potential is 
•3Iff©rent» For a circularly polarized light beam travelling 
in the s® direction^ the vector potential imy be written as 
A (X' + iy') , (A-23} 
where, x' and y' are unit vectors in the x' and y' diirections 
rssTje-cclvely and the ( + ) sign is to be a.ssociated with right 
and 1,6ft circularly polarized light. For povfders it is 
found that the sense of the circularly polarised beam is 
ur.!important. 
Tifith the vector potential of Eq. (A-23) and EQo {A-12) , 
the intensity for direct magnetic dipole transitions may be 
written 
O 
Imd = ± (A™2ij.) 
With the direction of qsiantization along the z axis and with 
the Ealer angles as defined in Eq. ilO) , section IX, Eq. 
(A'-Sli) becoraos 
|(4 loose ain^  co3(j) +cossin({> + 
/..jju " c" 
(cosQ coaf' co3(|) -sln<j) sin^ ) 0^-^in6 + (A-25) 
i[{cos0 3in^ sin(|> -cos^ cos(}) + [cos© cos^f sin(|) + 
cos(|> sinl^ JOl^ ;- + (sind ) j , 
»133» 
Sq» (A-25) can aX^o be written in a more upeful form by ex-
pandiijg the trigonometric functlo^is and collecting term^ t 
2. 2 2 
Imd = f-|-^[3ln^e|(3l5?(Uf + I(oose+l)f i(j|3?/x+l3?yUf ! 2 2 l4.m c 
+ ( QOS©,1)2 , (A-26) 
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Appendlx B: Absorption Coefficient 
Although the relative intensities of Appendix A are 
probably sufficient for most absorption work, it is still of 
interest to estimate the amount of light absorbed after 
passing through an absorbing material. The ratio R of ab­
sorbed intensity to the primary intensity of the light beam 
can be written^^ as the following function of the thickness 
X of the absorbing material 
K = (1 - > (B-1) 
where t is defined as the absorption coefficient per cm. It 
can be shown^ that the absorption coefficient is given by 
the following relationship. 
t~ H ^ (B-2) 
• -kw V-Zm-
Here I {tUo) is the "intensity" of Appendix A as a fimction of 
the frequency coq of the absorbed line, Co is the frequency of 
the incident light and y is the width of the absorbed line at 
half the maximum intensity. Although Eq. (B-1) should be 
W. Reitler, The Quantum Theory of Radiation (Oxford 
University Press , Oxford, l9U9), p. 115• 
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averaged over the frequency of the incident beam^ in the 
light of the uncertainty of y in present calculations It will 
be sufficient to calculate the absoi'ption coefficient at the 
fpequency of the absorbed line. 
The absorption Qoefficient t is hers estimated for a 
sample magnetic dipcle transition between the and 
6 6 
With If = atoma/c.e., ^  ^ ^ u^c = 
QLq \ b / 3 4 11 • 3 6 
8j,250 and y/c "= 1 crrr^^. from Eq» (B-2) t is found to 
be 
t =^5^.6 cm'-'- . (B-3) 
It muat be noted that Y is oxily approximate and is 
difficult to obtain. The value of Y here used was obtained 
from apparent absorption line widths. It is therefore sug-
gesteifi that the results of Eq. (B™3) be used only aa an order 
of magnitude guide in eonversicji of intensity results to 
absorption coefficients. 
